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ABs·rRACT 
The control of the Hudson River was oi' utmost impor-
tance to bot_ ... the Bri tis and the Americans during the 
evolution. If the British had een able to gain unop-
posed navigation on the river, they·could have s_lit the 
colonies in half. Coope~ation between the Northern colo• 
nies and ·!;he Southern colonies would have ended and 'lashing• 
ton would have been unable to obtain ruch needed u plies 
f~om the north. In order to protect t e river, fo~ts were 
built in 1776 on the New Jer ey and Westchester sides of 
the Hudson to stop British navi.o·atio 1 and a efensive 
line was established across Westc ester county, anchoring 
on the Hudson i 11er:t at eeksldll and Long Island Soun at 
Stami'oPd. The Westchester Lines protected the forts on 
the Westchester shore from flanki11g attacks and thus were 
vitally important to the entire scheme. 
The British were left with no defensive position 
n.,ar the Amerlcan lines and 'ere forced to retreat to 
Janhattan Island. This left an area of forty-five miles 
between the lines that was unoccupied. This area became 
known as the Neutral Ground and included most of the cen-
tral and southern sections of Westchester. The area be-
came i1portant to both armies a a source of food and 
information. 
ii 
Washington desired the A:meP ic an Lines to be used not 
only as a defensive po~ition, but as a base for raiding the 
British posts. He hoped through these raids to force His 
Majesty• s fore-es in New York to aintain large numbers of 
troops to protect t.11.e city. In order to do this the 
P.~itish would have te forego offensive operations in other 
areas and t.."i-le American Army would not have to be split in-
to many groups to stop numerous offensives• 
The Aw..erican troops serving on the i~estchester Lines 
cmne from all over the country, but few of them were natives 
of »1estchester. In order to carry out the offensive 
operations and gather inf.arms. tion and supplies, natives 
of Westchester were hired by Continental and militia. units 
to act as scouts and guide~. These civilians became known 
as t.11.e Mounted Guides and served in t."l-lree capacities. They 
were guides, taldng units of State or Continental troops 
through the Neutral Ground; they were scouts, pacrolling 
in front of' the lines to warn of th.e approach of any 
hostile f'orce; and they were superintendents of forage, 
leading expeditions into the Neutral Ground in search of 
food that could be used by tb...e tr•oops. i\venty-fi ve men 
served as g ides during t.ae war, so :e for short periods, 
others served for the duration. They i·irere first recruited 
in Janµary, 1777, and so· .. e of the Guides continued to serve 
until November 1783, 
Perhaps because they never constituted an organized 
unit little has been written about these men. This study 
iii 
is an attempt to establi the role played by the Guides 
in the Revolution, by examining their activities in 
scouting, guiding, and protecting the Lines. The history 
of the it> work during the 111a.r is traced from the activation 
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At the conclusion of the Battle of White Plains in 
1776, Washington•s army pulled back to more def'ensible 
positions in the hills above North Castle, New York. He 
established a defensive line acros.s Westchester County 
starting at Peekskill on the Hudson River and terminating 
a.t Stamford on tong Island Sound. The purpose of' the line 
was threefold. First, it protected the forts guarding the 
Hudson River from flanking attacks by British troops. 
Control of the Hudson River was extremely important to the 
Americans because of the river's strategic position in the 
middle of the Thirteen Colonies. If the British had gained 
control of the river, they would have divided the colonies 
in half and prohibited cooperation between the northern and 
southern sections. Secondly, Washington wanted to keep a 
close check on the activities 9f the ·British in New York 
City and force them to maintain there a large force by 
numerous raids against their positions. Raiding parties 
needed a base of operation$ and the Westches.ter Lines served 
as this base. Thirdly, Westchester County was one of the 
richest farming areas in the state and as such served as 
a source of supplie,s f'or American troops. The Westchester 




From a military standpoint the British won the Battle 
of iVhite Plains because they were in possession of the 
ground when the battle was over. Actually, the British 
gained nothing. The Continental Army retreated to a more 
defensible area and the British were left holding an area 
that would require too much time and expense to fortify. 
Recognizing this fact, the Redcoats retired to Manhattan 
Island. This withdrawal left an area forty ... fi ve miles in 
length and thirty miles in width that was unoccupied by 
either force. This area, soon to be called the Neutral 
Ground, became a. source of supplies for both armies, and 
the -oeople living there were forced to oater to both sides 
in order to survive. 
American Continental troops and state militia based 
on the Westchester Lines were not natives of the area and 
knew nothing of the sector in which they were expected to 
fight. Tha American comw..a.nders were forced to hire civilians 
v1ho were nat:t ves of Westchester to act as guides and seouts. 
These civilian scouts became known as the Mounted Guides. 
A latter day historian changed this title to the Westchester 
Guides because their activity was confined completely to 
Westchester County. There were twenty-five men who served 
for varying lengths of' time f'rom 1777 to 1784. They served 
in three capacities: They were guides, taking units of 
State or Continental troops through the Meutral Ground; 
they were scouts; patrolling in front of the lines to warn 
of the approach of any hostile force; and they were super-
intendents of forage, leading ex~ editions into the Neutral 
GrounA in search of food that could be used by the troops. 
They were never an organized unitt but acted as in• 
dividuals~ BeGause of this their history must be related 
as the history of individuals. Their individual back• 
grotmds and personalities can be reconstructed in part. 
stories and legends always seem to grow concerning famous 
heroes, and the guides were no exception. These le.gends 
will be related as such. 
Their activities as guides are the main subject of 
this study. Because of their individual status,. in-
formation about them is not complete, but three chapters 
Will be utilized to explain their scouting, guiding, and 
foraging activities by re la.ting some of the expeditions 
that they conducted, between the hiring of the first 
guides in 1777 and the retirement of the last in 1783. 
The 1nfo!"mat1.on that exists on the Guide.s is not 
easily accessible. Much of what is known is eonta.ined 
in Pension Applications of John Odell, Dennis Garrison, 
Isaac Lent, ~illiam N. Dyckman, James Oakley, John Dean, 
and Samuel Youngs which were sent to Washington, D. o. 
be tween 1832 and 1845. The historians John ·icDonald and 
the Rev. Robert Bolton conducted valuable research between 
184,4. and 1850. The letters of General Washington and General 
Heath give excellent accounts of the expeditions the Guides 
led. Some information may be gleamed ·trom the writings 
of General Rochambeau, General Glover, Colonel Aaron Burr, 
and Colonel rfilliam Hull. Last but not least; the newspapers 
of the time mention these men and contribute additional 
accounts of the actions in which they w-ere concerned. In 
trying to earn of the Guides, the writer had to piece to-
gether the various sources of information in order to get 
a coordinated story. Except in PetlSion Applications and 
isolated ins ta.noes in the yckman and Oakley .famil-ies 
records, the Guides left behind no information on themselves. 
Pension A plicatlons :must be rega~ded as memoirs due to the 
length of time elapsing be:t'ore they were written. Secondary 
sources v,ri th the exception of a few loeal histories make 
no mention of the Guides. Research on these, men therefore 
turned into -a search for ri.w.a:ry sources. The National 
Archives in r(a.shington, D. C. has a lar e collection of 
Revolutionary War raanu.scri_ ·ts and it is from these manu-
~e:ripts with the help of rn·icr-ofilm copies and the services 
or a pro:t'essional rese·archer that the writer _has obtained 
t 
mo.st of his information and the majority of his conclusions. 
I 
THE HUDSON HI"'BLANDS 
If ai.rpla.iles had been invented at the tim~ of the 
Revolutio~ary v~, a person flying over the middle section 
of th© thirteen colonies· would have noticed two outstanding 
features of geography. The first would have been a chain 
of mountains or hills· stretching from one (?nd of _the Atlantic 
Coast to the other. This wa the ,Adirondack barrier which 
effectively.retarded people from moving.inland and forced 
them to settle. near the coast. The second feature that 
would ha:ve struck the eye was the wide slash that cut in• 
to the land near the middle of the coloni.es and spread 
northward to Canada. 1his slash was the Hudson River which 
truly cht the colonies in half, with the majority of the 
population north of the river in New York and New England. 
At the start of the war the ritish had a major 
problem,. 1; here would they start their recon. uest of' the 
colpnies? Boston was unsuitable politically; because the 
Loyalists were weaker there than in other sections of the 
country; geographically, because there was no natural 
av@nue of communication and supply stretching inland from 
that city. Philadelphia and New York were ideal .from these 
points of view, but Philadelphia was too far south. New 
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York was excellent. New York City would provide the 
Bri tlsh a base not :rar from the colonial center of popu-
lation, rith a radius of action unequaled on the cont1nent.l 
The Hudson was· clear fer deep water navigation all th.e way 
to Alba..t1y., and some distance beyond, An expedi ticn could 
be sent up the Hudson to land at Albany. fith New York 
and Albany in Br1iti h hand.s., a fortified po.st in the High ... 
lands and a.nothe:~ some fifty .miles south of' Albany would 
be enough to permit British warships and row galleys to 
keep the channel clear, or to carry a British flying column 
to any tp.rea!;ened point.2 By go.ining control of the ~iver 
I 
the British for•ces could effectively cut the colonies in 
half. There were onl:9· a few pla11es where the river was . 
fordable, and patrolling ships would lindt passage tp small, 
fast groups. The American supply problem, already apute, 
would become much more complex. The broad reach of ~he 
Hudson between its high banks was too obvious a, di vision 
of the New England colonies from those of the south }o be 
overlooked by str tegists. Once the forces of the King had , 
occupied it, the colonies would be divided in halr.3 1 
General Guy Carleton was t:b..e f:i.rst to se,e the importance 
lAlexander,c. Flick (ed.), History of the state of 
New York (10 vols.; New Yo~kt Columbia University Pess, 
l~J3>, IV, 79. 
2 Ibi_d. 
3carl Carmer, The Hudson ( New York: Farrar and 
Rinehart, l939), p. f65. 
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of the Hudson. In 1776 he w·as attempting to move down the 
I 
I 
chain of lakes from Canada ·to the Hudson River when he was 
stopped at Valcour Island by ~eneral nedict Arnold and 
the approaching winter. His plan was to is-0late New England 
, I 
from the, rest of the colonies by occupying the Lake Champlain, 
Lake George, Hudson River passageway.l 
I 
General John Burgoyne was the next person to plan on 
the Hudson River as the pathway to a rebel defeat. 




would so divide the American foi•ces tha.t it would be! a 
I 
simp.le matte.r to defeat each divided group, secure the 
I river and the •lakes·, and effectively split the colonfies in 
two. Burgoyne was to lead his force· southward from uebe$, 
I 
while Williar!l Rowe moved northward up the Hudson, a.n~ 
Barry st. Leger s·tarted from Fort Niagar~ and moved east. 
The three forces would meet a.t Albany. Burgoyne, wrµ.. ting 




the supposition that t t wo·uld be the sole purpose of the 
Canada Army to effect a junction with General Howe. I• .. 
after co-operating so far as to get to Albany and open the 
communication to New York, to remain on Hudson's Riv~r 
and thereby enable that general to act with his whole force 
lchristopher Wa.rd 1 The War of' the Revolution (2 vols.; 
New York: M.acrAillan Co., 1952), I, 389. 
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to the southward. • • • ttl This plan of Burgoynets failed 
because of Howe's failure to co-operate with the other two 
branches of the expedition. 1 he plan nevertheless shows 
the importance of t e river to British conquest of the 
colonies. What of the river itself? Would it be as easy 
to control as the British thought? 
The Hudson is act ally two rivers that were formed 
during the period when the great glacier covered North 
Ame;rica. The sources of the river are the me.ny small lakes 
at the base of Mount Marcy in the Adirondacks. As the 
glacier moved toward the sou th, it dug the channel of t..h.e 
Hudson, forcing its way through the peaks of the Catskill 
:r. ountains and the Taconic fliountains, and e venutally pushing 
into the .Atlantic. The glacier.and the flow of the water 
cut a deep channel into the land until finally the glacier 
melted and the ocean fl owed back into the channel. The 
lower part of the Hudson is a tidal fiord with the salt 
water of the sea constantly. flowing north to meet the 
fresh water of the m.ountains. In the process of for.ming 
the river, the water took the easiest path, making many 
bends and curves. The majority of these bends and curves 
occur in the lower section where the river cut·s through 
the Catskills and the Taconics. 
lGeneral John Burgoyne, Thoughts For Conducting The 
war From The ide of Canada in Henry Steele Commager and 
Richard B. orris (eds.), Spirit of Seventy-six (2 vols.; 
Indianopolis: Th Bobbs 1~.errill Company, Inc., 1958), 
I, 539• 
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A sailing ship, in turning with the channel, would 
slo,v down e.s the main force. ot: the wind no longer fil,led 
the sail and would have to tack or sail on an angle to the 
wind. When the channel turned again and the wind hit the 
sails in full force again, the ship would pick up to its 
full speed. The points upon. the shore o posi te t e turns 
in the channel thus became very important. If these points 
covJ.d be fortified, they could make it extremely difficult 
for a ship to proceed up river. The force of firepower 
could be directed on a ship just as it slowed 1down and 
lost headway, in all probability riddling the ship before 
it could again get up speed. 
'.Phe problem faced by the Americans was where to 
fortify. • They decided on the area above Tarrytown where 
the land rose into the foothills of the Catskill Mounta.ins, 
and the few passes between hills could be easily guarded. 
I 
Thie deci~ion was made after the Battle of White Plains, 
and a defensi.ve line was established across Westchester 
County !d into ,.,om1ecticut. The v1estern end of the line 
was Peekskill on t~~ Hudson, while the eastern anchor 
was Stamford on Long Island Sound. The main J\merican posts 
along this line were at the passes or breaks in the hills: 
Peekskill, Pines Bridge on the Croton River; North Castle, 
Bedford; poundridge., and Stamford. he line utilized the 
advantages of the Croton River 0n the western side of the 
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county, and the Byram River in lower Connecticut, as well 
as the hilly timbered country in between. outposts were 
established at Young•s Corners above Tarrytown and at Rye 
on Long Island Sound. 1 Forts were built on both sides of 
the Hudson. As long as they remained in American hands, 
the British ships could not move up toward Albany. The 
~ estchester Lines were important as protection to the forts • . 
. Without this line, the Redcoats co ld have easily surrounded 
the for ts and starved them into submission. 
~ 
The importance of the Highlands was emphasized by 
(ieneral Washington throughout the war. In 1776 he wrote 
to General Heath, 0 ••• your division with such other 
troops .•• are to be under your command and remain in 
this quarter for the security of the above posts and the 
passes through the Highlands. • • • Unnecessary it is for 
me to say anything to evince the importance of securi):ig 
the land and water oomraunications through these passes. 
In 1777, Howe embarked a large part of his force on his 
b~otherts ships and sailed away from New York. Washington; 
again fearful for tbe Highlands, wrote to the ne~v commander, 
Israel Putnam. "The importance of preventing .r, Howe's 
lotto Hufeland, ~estchester ·Count Durin the American 
Revolution, 1775-1783 !iJhite Plains, N. Y.: \ estchester 
County Historical Society, 1 26); pp. 174-76. 
2General Washington to General Heath; November 1, 
1776, Ma-ssachusetts Historical Society, Heath Papers, Vol. III. 
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getting possession of the highlands by a Coup de Main is 
infinite to America. . . .0 1 
Others besides Washington were worried about the High-
lands and stressed their importance in letters. Henry 
Laurens, the President of Congress, wrote early in 1778 
of the importance of nsecuring the important passes of 
Hudson's on possession of 1hich our oonexion [si§:1 with the 
eastern States so intimately de ends. . .. n2 In 1778, the 
delegates from New York to the Continental Congress wrote 
to Governor Clinton informing hi' that the Briti.sh would 
soon be evacuating hiladelphia: " • • • from the p obable 
evacuation·of Philadelphia it is not unlikely that tho 
British General will again pursue his favorite object of 
Hudson's River •••• "3 
In the fall of 1777 the British moved u the Hudson 
on two occasions. The first, in October, was just a raid 
and was easily repulsed, but the second was an attempt to 
tske some of t.'-l.e pr essur off of Burgoyne •s trapped North-
ern Army. The British actu lly seized control of the forts 
gua.rdin~ the river and could have moved unhinder>ed to Albany. 
lGeneral Washington to General Putnam in John c. 
Fit ipa trick (ed.), Wri tin s of C-eor e Washin 
(39 vols.; ashin ton, D. c.: Government Pr 
1937-44), XI, 94. 
2Renry Laurens, President o:r Congress.,· to ,Ja.rnes Duane 
in E. c. Burnett (ed.), Letters to the viembers of The Con-
tinental Congress (8 vols.; Washington., D. c.: ·carnegie 
Institute of' Washington, D. a., 1926} ;, IV, 132. 
3New York Delegates to Governor Clinton, July 21, 
1778,. ~., P• 163. 
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Before this could be accomplished, Burgoyne surrendered 
and Clinton, leaving garrisons in control of the two forts 
he had captured, returned to New York City. 
1.'hen Washington heard of the British moving u the 
Hudson, he wrote to Governor Livingston of New Jersey asking 
him to send New Jersey militia to putnam•s assistance. 
The loss of the Highland passes lfJOltl.d be likely to, 
involve reduction cf the forts. ·Fnis would open the 
navigation of the river and enable the enemy with 
fa9ility to throw their force into Albany, get into 
the rear of General Gates and either oblige him to 
retreat or put him between two fires. he success 
of the present attempt on. eekskill may, in its con~ 
equences, entirely change the face of our northern 
affairs. " .• 1 
A new fort had to be constructed and quickly, before the 
l3ri t1sh. in New York were re-enforced and could sail up 
the river and gain control from New York to Albany. Gen-
eral Israel Putn~m was in command of the lines, and it ~as 
he who first .started construction on a new fort at West 
Point. Washington wrote· to him, atte.mpting to make him 
realize the seriousness of t e si tuati0n and to make haste 
in the construction of the fort. 
The importance of the North River in the present 
contest and he necessity of defending it, are sub-
jects which have so frequently and so fully been 
discussed, and so well unders ood that it is m-
necessary to inlarge upon them .... itis the 
only passage by which the enemy from 1-rew York, or 
any part of ouP coast can cooperate with an army 
from Canada; that the possession of it is indis• 
pensably essential to preserve the com..~unieation 
laovernor Livingston of New Jersey, October 8, 1777, 
in Fi t~patrick, Washington's Writine;a, VII, 56. 
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between the ea.stern; middle, and southern states; 
am furthe,r, that upon its securitYi in a great 
measure,,. depend. our ohief supplies of flour. ,. • .1 
The defense of the river and the, f()r ts guarding the 
river was the ollief purpose of tb;e Westchester Lin-es, but 
Washington; an able tac tlcian, knew the. t if the British 
felt seeure i:n. New York Ci t:Y, they would send forces. into 
New Jersey, iVestellester Oolinty, ·and Oonneeticut to establish 
new bases.. From these new bases the Redcoa.t's would be able 
to continue their reconqttest and force the Ame.:ricans to 
divide their already small army. .He wanted them to .feel 
they were in a eons·tant state of' danger and he hoped that 
beeause of this i:aaseeure state, they would pull some of 
their troops out of other places to prot.ect the ei ty. 
Wri ti·?Jg te Genet-al Heath in 1776, he said, ,._I sometime 
mentioned to ;ou th.e importance of attacking the enemy•s 
advanced p9-sts whes it ean be done with good prospect of 
success. The be·at consequences must re-sult from "&het:r 
being harassed on every occasion. n2 • • • In Mar-eh of 1777., 
he again wrote to Heath, "• •• a force whould be oolleeted 
as quick as possible at Peekskill. • • • the appe~rano e o.f 
a regular body there would embar-rass the enemy, and oblige 
11,etter to General Putnam, Deeember 2, 1777; in 
Fi tz:patrick, Wash;ingtonts Writings, XI,, 98. • 
2Ge.ne.ral Washington to General Heath, .December 28, 
1776, in Massachusetts His tor·ieal Society, aoltections 
(Fifth series;· 10 vols.; Bostcnt Massachusetts Historical 
Society, 1878), V, 36. 
them to return part of their troops which t~ey have lately 
wi t.hdrawn from ew York to. Jersey and the-re by create, tr.at 
l)_,. 
di version 'M.1:ich I have all a.lon ~ wanted to keep up. . • ~ ul, 
In 1781 the major closing battle of the v.rs.p occurred 
at Yorktown, Virginia:.. The A.merican and French arraies 
bottled Cornwallis up at Yorktown,, and with the eoo'peration 
of t.h.e French fleet forced his surrender. This action 
coupled vli;th the long P.eriod of time needed to subdue the 
colonies and w1. th troubles wt th other European countrie·s, 
caused Br-itain to sue for peace. Westchester County 
· historians for years have been saying that the reason for 
the British defeat at Yorktown wa.s the aggressive action 
in Westchester. Washington, pursuing his plan of making 
the Bri ti.sh think that ~Jew York City was in danger, had 
encamped, along with the French a.r-my, in Westchester for 
a month. 'Olin ton, in New York, worrying over tl1e possibility 
of an attack, ha.d rushed notice to Oornwa.llis to send him 
three thousand men. This loss to Cornwallis had forced 
him to go into a f'ortified camp at Yorktown. 1 Washington 
in le avin:g ll'festchester issued one la.st order to General 
Rea.th: 
The security o:f West. oint and the posts in the High-
lands ls to he considered the first object of your 
libid., t,ar ch 13, 1777 • 
2HUfeland, Westchester durinS Revolt, PP• 401 .. 3. 
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attention .... 
The most eligible 1H)•sition for your, army, in my 
opinion will be on the north side ·pf the Croton lU.ver·; 
. as well as, for the purpo.se of supporting the garrison 
at West Point, annoying th& en~my, and covering the 
country• · as for . the s e·euri t:y and the repo~H;t of your 
t·roops.. • • • light parties may be occasionally be 
made use , of ,to. hold. the ene:i;ny .in .. eheek, ·.and carry on 
a •pet.i te gue..rre wit.~ them. • • • l . 
. ( 
The Westcheste~ l:rine.$ and the Highlal'lds were elea.rly no-& 
only a defensive position, but also an attacking position 
'· 
te keep the enemy off ha.lane~ in New York ·eitt. 
After the .Battle ot White :Plain-s in 1776, the British 
forees. wer~ in a unique po'5i tion. They had driven the 
• Americau farces from the· field and supposedly won the 
battle,. but the ©}JO.und that they were occupying was not 
defensible. The· Am.er.la ans still held the only available 
hi.gh ground in the area. The 1 and between Kingsbi,idge 
and ?Jorth Castle• was low fai'raing country, It rose slowly 
from the Heights of Harlem in a gentle: plai.n until it came 
abruptly to the North Qastle Hills" Howe wisely withdrew 
his army from Westehester to t, anhattan Isla.mi, where his. 
• ar-my was :protected on all sides by wate:r: the Hudson on 
the· west, the H,arlem on the east, and the Rarlem on th-$ 
north .. 'l'o further ins'l'll!"e his safety, Howe eons.trueted a 
• chain or forts starting at Harlem He~ghts next to the 
H'!;i.!iiaon, and following the eur ve of the. Harlem Ji{! ver on • 
.the ea$t shoPe as. !'av as Laurel H:tll. Tb.ere were eight 
lLett·er to. Gerier-al ?Ie,ath, August. 19,. 1781, in 
F'i.tzpa.trick., Was.QinatQn' s Writipgs, XXIII, 20. 
forts in all, and these were supported by five additional 
forts on·the·northern end•of Manhattan Island itself • 
• 
1I'hey would' provide ample protee'tion from attaclt. 
This Eri ti.sh withdrawal to Manhattan posed an 
additional problem for General Heath, fir" st commander 
OE. the Lines. Washington had expressly ordered that 
the lines be used as protection for the river forts,. and as 
a base from which to harass the enemy and keep him in a con-
stant state of alert. The distance .from North .,Castle t.o 
King·sbridge is twenty-five miles as the cz-ow flie , but 
mueh more using the dirt roads of 'estehester. Moreover, 
Heath had no cavalry, the unit which normall7 would etirry 
on the work of scouting and gathering information. The 
problems faced by Heath were enlargea by the fac.t that all 
his troops came from out of state. Not one of them 
knew the territory in which he was fighting. There were 
some bodies of militia which served on the line; but most 
of these had onl7 joined up for six months and would soon 
go· home. This def'iciency remain•ed the chief hindrQIUle to 
the commander o.f the lines throughout. the war; he was 
always forced to fight with troops that were not natives 
of New York. The lack of local troops and cavalry had 
hinde·red 1 ashington before, atxl w-as noted earlier in the 
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campaign b George Clinton, the American general who later 
became the first governor of New York. "A party of horse 
is absolutely necessary at this post to reconnoiter the 
enemy. . . . I mu~t therefore desire that you send to 
this post an acti.ve officer with about l¼. or 15 men of 
your company 'well accoutred ,and equipped to my Brigade to 
aet as scouts and guides ••• • nl 
The importance of these men as guides as well as 
scouts can n.ot be overlooked. Westchester was farming 
country, with the people scattered. The four main roads 
consisted of t.he Albany Post Road, the saw t1.ill River 
Road, the White Plains Past Road, and the Boston Post 
Road, all running north to south. There were no direct 
east-west roads. The county, however, was crisscrossed 
with back lanes and cow paths, so on,ly a native familiar 
vd th the area could find his way through it. hen the 
army retreated from Harlem Heights to Westchester in 1776, 
these General Orders were therefore issued: ''Colonel 
Thomas and Colonel Drake wi 11 send to ea.ch regiment a guide 
who is familiar with the road to ·hite Plains and the 
1Let·ter to General Heath, September 1, 1776, in Bugh 
Hastings (ed.}, Public .. ap~rs of George Clinton (8 vols.,; 
Albany: State Printing Office, 1899), V, 42. The Con• 
tinental Army was still in positions on anhattan Islan:i 
at this time and Clinton was based at ~Jorrisania. It is 
not known if he got the troop.s. The above papers •will 
hereafter be referred to as New York state, Clinton 
Papers. 
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vicinity of the place. 111 Drake and T'nomas were militia 
eomma.:nder s whose units came from. the lower part of the 
county. 
In .January, 1777, !f.ashington wanted a diversionary 
attack to be made against Fort Independence on Harl-em 
Heights. He hoped this attack would .force the Redcoats 
to pull some of th~i,r• troops out of New Jersey til.nd back to 
New York. u • • . it ha:s been determined in eouneil that 
you s.l-iou.ld move down toward new York wi.th a. eonsiderable 
foree as if you. had a de.sign ~pon the eity • ·• • •·the 
enemy will b~ reduced to the necessity of withdrawing con-
side:r~ble part of their. force from the Jerseys•.·. _: • n 2 
-Bea.th made ·his attaok on January 17; 1777 .. Although it was 
a dismal failure; it was important because it marked the 
beginning of the Westchester Guides •. General Heath applied 
to the Comnlittee of Safety f'.or some persons minu:t;ely ac-
quainted with the country around Kingsbridge and·the various 
roads leading to New York, who migb,t a.ct as guides and 
assist him in the capacity of aides.3 ·The eonuiti.htee 
lFrede~ick Ha.ackeri "The. Westchester Guides;" The 
,uarterl • Bulletin, We.stcheste.r Historical Societ ·, Vol. 
30, No. 2, 9 • 
2oeneral Washington to General Heath.,. ,Ta.nuary 5,. 1777, 
in Heath Papers, rvtassaehusetts Historical rroci.ety.,. 
3John M. McDonald {ed.), Interviews. l-i'our • hundred 
and seven interviews with two hundred forty-one different 
persons between the ages of seventy and ninety-six years, 
compiled in the years 1844 to 1850, in the Huguenot and 
Historical Society-;· New Rochelle., Mew York. 
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recommended and sent eight n;ien to Heath, whom. he gratefully 
accepted. These men felt they. could d-o a better job on 
horseback than they could on foot, an.d Heath had no objections. 
II 
. TEE NEUTRAL GROUND 
Both American and Bvitish forces pulled back to more 
defensible positions after the Battle of White Plains on 
October 28, 1776. This left areas stretching from Kings-
bridge to the Croton River, and from the Hudson River to 
Long Island Sound, which neither side occupied. The 
British, posted at Kingsbrldge and 1orrise.nia, garrisoned 
their lines with Loyalist corps and Hessians, while the 
American line was :made up of Continental troops with various 
militia units helping out for short periods. The area be-
tween the two opposing armies became known as the Neutral 
Ground. The term, however, was used in jest because there 
was nothing neu·tral about the area. People 11 ving the.re 
were older persons who could be of no use to either army. 
These people were still trying to gain a living from the 
soil. V6r both sides the region offered an easy answer 
to the supply problem because crops, cattle, or ho 0 s could 
be readily requisitioned or seized. Both armies sent 
expeditions into the area to forage for food, but the com-
mon soldier on such an expedition was not well sup.er vised, 
with the rssul t that plundering became the rule and not 
the exception. rrhe Loyalists, many of whom had been driven 
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out of this area and felt they had grudges to settle, 
were perhaps the worst. Those who suffered were the 
people 11 ving off the land. The following de scrip ti on 
of Westchester was written by- the Rev. TL othy Dwight, an 
army chaplain who later became President of Yale University: 
The lines of the British were at Kingsbridge and those 
of the Americans were at the Byram River. ·rhe unhappy 
inhabitants were therefore exposed to the depredations 
of both. • . • They f-e.ared everybody whom they saw and 
loved nobody •••. ro every question they gav~ such 
an ansvirer as ,vould please the inquirer; or,, if they 
despaired of pleasing, s.uch a one as would not provoke 
him. li'eap apparently w·as the. only passion by which 
they were animated. The power of volition seemed to 
have deserted them. They were not civil, but 
obsequious; not obliging but subservient. They 
yielded wit .. a. kind of apathy; and very quietly, 
what you aaked; what the·y supposed it was impossible 
for them to retain. If you treated th.em kindly, they 
received it coldly, not as a kindness, but as a 
compensation for injuries done them by other a. . . • 
Both their countenances and t- eir motions had lost 
every trace of animation and feeling, ••• 
'rheir houses, were in the ·meantime, scenes of 
great desolation.. Their furQi ture was extensively 
plundered or broken to pieces. The walls, floors~ 
and windows were injured; both by violence and decay, 
and were not repaired bees.use they had no means to 
repair them, and because they were exposed to 
repetit,-an of the same injury. Their cattle were 
go.ne. Ththeir fields were covered with rank growtb. 
of weeds and wild grass. . • .1 
The depredations. suffered by the inhabitants of the 
county increased as the war continued. Both sides were 
guilty of :plundering; and besides this a third force 
existed. Organized bands of robbers who were loyal to no 
sid, roamed the county searehiHg for anything they could 
1Rev. Timothy Dwight, Jour~al, Travels in New-England 
and New York {4 vols.; New Haven, 1821), ITI, lj'.91. 
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steal. The• Ame.ricans were called the Upper party; the 
Loyall ts were tha Lower Party or uowboys. \llany Loyalist 
troops were not paid and existed by stealing cattle whieh 
they sold to the British garrisons of New York. The 
militia units and bandits were called Skinners. Hesitation 
in giving up valuables, livestock, or food was met by 
beating and clubbing. Persuasive methods of gaining in-
formation such aa repeatedly hanging people by the neck 
until nearly dead., applying hot coals to the soles of' the 
feet., placing a person on a seatless chair and lighting 
a fire under the chair, were all methods used.1 
In 
1
the early part of 1777 a Loyalist group advanced 
into Elmsford looking :for forage and prisoners. The-y 
seized Peter and Cornelious Van Tassel and burned their 
house to the ground. The women of the family ~ere turned 
out in the sno~ with.very little clothing. One of the 
women was carrying a six months old baby, but even. her 
pleas did not stop the burning of the house. The women 
hid in the c-ellar of the burned house until morning when 
help arrivea.2 
The Loyalist troops whieh garrisoned the British 
1 rnterview with Sanuel Lawrence, October 3, 1846, 
Frederick Riche, September 16, 1847, in McDonald Interviews. 
2Judge Thomas Jones, History of New York During the 
Revolution (2 vols.; New York: Harper Bros., 1879), I, 65. 
Jones was a Loyalist judge living in New York throughout 
the \Var. He kept a journal and ook it to ~gland with him 
when the British evacuated New York. He had just completed 
line fl had for ·the most p rt been forced to flee from 
¥estchestel'.'. hey had nothing but bitterness in their 
,.earts for the re.aining inhabitants of t.e county. These 
forces were enoam ed at fort Knyphausen, the former Fort 
Independence, and a.t Horrisauia. They consisted of the 
".<-ueen' s American Rangers" under Lt. Col. Simcoe, ttEmericks 
Chasseurs and Dragoons," and "The Refugee Battalion" under 
Lt. Col. James .DeLan~y. "Tarleton•s Legion,n composed of 
both refugees and B~iti$h troops, also served in the co~nty 
in the early part of the e.r.l 
Of the people li vin in the Neutral Ground• it was 
difficult to tell who sympat_ized with which 0 roup. Many 
families had been split b the war. There were instances 
where fathers remained loyal to the King, while sons espoused 
the cause of Am.e.rica. TI'ven brothers could not agree in 
some cases, with one join'ng the Loyalists and the other 
the .Americana. Loyalists who lived near the American lines 
:)ave so much trouble th.at it " as decided, in 1777, to move 
suspected persons to places below Eastchester on the south, 
and twenty miles into the interior beyond the lines on the 
north. The families who were moved were permitted to take 
writing the manuscript WP~n he died in 1798. It was finally 
published by his grandson in 1879. Although actually a 
Loyalist hi elf, he was outspoken in his criticism of the 
methods used by Loyalist military forces. His history 
bla es the loss of much colonial allegiance to the King 
on L.oyalist military aativity. 
lHufeland, Westchester During Revolution, p. 248. 
provisions to last for six months and to sell any possessions 
they could not move. 1 Active Tories were thus banished, 
but there lfere still people ll vin in the Neutral Ground, 
who w. ile they took no active part against the Americans, 
had sons who were enlisted in the British service. The 
State of New York i posed a tax on these people of four 
percent of the total value of their estate for each son 
in tl e ene-my,, s service. 2 Quakers, whose reli 0 ion prevented 
them from fighting o:n either side, were also taxed .. Many 
people in the county were knov1n to lean towat•d the Loyalists. 
While not actively engaged in the conflict, they used their 
influence to help the enemy v1hen it could be done without 
ri.sk. These people were governed by thei.r own interests 
more than by patriotic feelings for either side. 
This last group passed through the lines when their 
interest nequired it. All they had to do was go to the 
American cormuander and show good reason why they had to go 
north; ani they would be given a pass. 'rhey could pass 
into Mew York in the same fa hion. This j_ntercours 
resulted in giving the enemy an intimate lmowledge of all 
but the most secret proceedings of the Americans, and the 
Americans in like fashion acquired much information. bout 
the British. The scale was tipped in favor of the British 
due to the large nwnber of' .former 'iVestchester residents 
lNew Yor1:: State, Clinton Papers, VI, 49(:; ... 97. 
2 Ibid., p. 516. 
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based wl th the Loyalist forces on the Ileights of' Harlem and 
Uor>risania. 
People in Westchester were concerned with the f'act 
that the British were .etting not only information, but 
supplies out of tno county. The following ritten by a 
r.ember of the Committee of' Safety for ~estchester, attests 
to this: ". . • we absolutely think tha. t the enemy receives 
more supplies that_pgss through this county than fro all 
other parts of the continent besides, both as to men and to 
cattle. • • . we imagine they have taken off upward of five 
hundred head of cattle, besides a large number of horses, 
sheep; etc~ . . nl 
" Another letter from the commissloners 
of forage to Governor Clinton bears out the dismal view of 
the Committee of Safety! ••our country is in a dismal 
situation; the Tories, our inveterate foes have been busy 
for the space of a t'artnight in dr1ving off cattle and 
hor•ses; laat Friday :night a drove of 40 fat cattle were 
driven through Rye, from Boston to the enemy •.•• t,2 
The Americans, quite vwrrie<l &.bout the British 
looting the :Neutral G'round for supplies, at one time 
quite seri ot1.sly considered us i rt the scorched earth 
lEdWRrd Thomas, Secretary to the Westchester County 
Committee of Safety, to the State Assembly, .April 3, 1777, 
in Calendar of Historical vJanuscri ts Rela.tin to the 
Revo ut on bany: tate Prin ing Of ce, 1868}; 
II., 64. 
2 New York State, Clinton . apers, I, 703. 
policy.l This idea was vetoed by General Heath because 
the A.rnerl.cans needed what friends they had in the Neutral 
Ground. 
The Loyalist troop were not the only on s who were 
guilty of plundering or :ua:nha.ndling the inh bitants. The 
following is an abBtract frore the journal o a Hessian 
officer: 
24 ept. Thurs 4 ( l 778) • . . The foraging c-01weneed 
immediately., during which some of the soldiers began 
to plundet>. Many of tr...e ouses, which I saw after• 
wards, had been left in a deplorable condition and 
the soldiers had made a good haul. We v1ere hot for• 
bidden to get provisions, but we were strictly 
admonished not to take anything frc:u the people in 
their houses. However even when caught in the act, 
the punishrnent was not equal to the· prohibition. 
1 October 'l'hurs ••.. many of the _rnen of the cor. s 
went about and snatched up all the fowls and pi-gs, 
which was not forbidden then .•. , where animals 
could be found --li,Ting or dead they had to join 
us.. 1J'1e also took all t field fruit we could carry. 
Most of tbe soldiers and Yagers going couples, 
hud a stick between t~em for carrying meat and 
chickens.,2 
The soldiers helped themselves to anything they needed or 
that suited their fancy, While officers overlooked and 
perhaps be-nefited from these violations of regulations. 
This marauding was not considered barbarous by European 
armies.. Armies had always lived off the countryside. 
It was the fortune of war, and for the ill~fed and ill-
paid common soldier, plundering provided a holiday and a 
lNew York State, Calendar of Revolutionarz l anuscripts, 
I, 662. • 
2Journal of Lt. o. P. Von r·afft in New York 
Historical Society, C<:>llections for 1882 (New York, 1883), 
p. 29. 
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full stomach. Americans had not seen this type of warfare 
before. They we.re used to stories of Indians treating 
peo'ple in this way, but not white men. 
The Loyalists and the .dessians plundered and were 
accused of many abuses, but they were not the only ones 
who were guilty of crimes. These examples are from the 
General Orders issued by two se arate commanders of the 
.A..mer ican Lines: 
Sept. 14, 1777 . . . the order a of His Excellency 
' nl. Washington granting to scouting parties the 
plunder taken from the enemy •••• has not Rightly 
been attended to; the intention of those orders are 
not that a y of our own or the enemy•s stores discovered 
at any evacuated post be considered the property of 
those who first marched in .... 1 
Feb. 18, 1779 ... Van Tassel and Fisher of the 
militia annexed to said company tried by the s~e 
court for plundering. , .. the plunderers to be 
whipped at the lundered house, to ask pardon of 
the injured party •••• 2 
These expeditions into the Neutral Ground were a 
necessity for both sides. While plundering occurred and 
the populace was abused, both sides vitally needed the 
food. In New York City, the British had a lar e i'orce.t 
which consisted of ·rell over two thousand men. mhe supply 
problem was magni.fied by refugees, f'leeing from all over 
11,ajor Gen. Israel .rutna.m, General Orders 
• and of the H s, Summer a 
e ton c. fiord yn: Histor 
"'lub, 1893) • 
2New York Historical ~ociety, The .acDougal Papers. 
General Orders Issued by Lt. Col. Aaron Burr while in 
command of the Lines in Westchester, 1779. 
the state an::1 New England. The British problem could be 
partially solved by their fleet bringing in supplies, b~t 
the American.a had no recourse to such an easy solution. 
Americans had no fleet and could not have gotten it past 
the British if they had. The American troops on the .est• 
chester lines throughout the war therefore faced an acute 
supply problem. C--eneral Hes,th wrote to Governor Clinton in 
1781 on this problem: 
Sir, I was in hopes not to have troubled yo excellency 
again on the.subject of ·our wants of bread but the 
neeessit'y compels me. '!'he army, in addition to their 
want of pay and alniost :ma.kedness for want of clothes, 
have scarcely receiv~d two days supply of bread in the 
cou:t-se of this week past. . . • When I apply to the 
Honorable :Mr. orris, he informs me that I n1ust depend 
on the State of New York for the sp eeific supplies. • • • 
I have applied again and again. . • • At some time 
the wheat is not collected --the mills can not grind 
for want of water -·-or there are not cash or bag.s to 
forward the flour, while these are excuses the army 
are perishing wl th hunger as well as the posts put 
to hazard. . • . it is a trial too hard to sit here 
and see them pinchitls with hunger, nor can I h£ld 
myself accountable for the consequences •..• 
Americans began to f'orm volunteer eompanie,s to combat 
the Loyalist f'orces. Thes,e groups were formed among the 
young men who had fled .from New York City and Long Island 
as well as those who had left the lower and mid<,ile sections 
of I estchester. These bands., like those of their Loyalist 
adversaries, consisted of both horse and foot and held 
themsel ve.s Peady at al 1 times f'or a march against their 
loeneral Heath to Governor Clinton, Noveritber, 1781, 
in Clinton Pape rs, VII, 491. 
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British antagonist·s. In l~ge operations they never failed 
to accontpany the regular -troops and the New York levies, 
acting on such o'ccaaion·s under the commands of Continental 
officers. on· other occasions they planned and carried out 
their own excursions.l , aeh group f3'8lected its own officer, 
among whom were Captains Delevan, Honneywell, Williams, 
Stevenson, Sackett, and Lieutenant Mosier.2 •They were 
taught the milit~ry duties of horseman by officers who had 
belonged to_ cavalry units of European armies. By the year 
1780, these Ameriaan forces were a match for the Loyalist 
forces, and in many cases superior to them. They prided 
themselve.s on fighting according to a code of honor and in 
moat instances were generous to captives. Rivalry, sprang 
up between champions of American and Loyalist units, who 
in many cases ere kinstae,n and well known to each other. 
Challenges were given and aceept.ed, and single and group 
combats were fought nQt unlike those mich had been fought 
in the feudal days in•Europe.3 
The American volunteer uni ts filled out the posts 1 
on the line which the militia could ·not. As the war 
1 11 liam a. Hadaway (ed.) • f'he McDonald Papers ( 2 
vols.; White Plains, N. Y.: 1 e-stchester County Historical 
Society, 1927), II, 5. These works are the compilation 
of a series of papers, read before the Historical society, 
based an the _eDonald rnter·views. 
2New York State, Clinton Pape~s, VI, 35. 
3Major Gen. William Heath, Memoivs of Major Gener~l 
Heath (Boston, 1798h P• 329. ' 
progressed it became, considerably harder for the Loyallst 
and British for.ce.s to raid into the Neutral Gr·ound. With. 
the addition o·r these volunteer units to the American forces, 
the tide of war in Westchester began to change" In the 
early stages of the war, the line commanders sent scouting 
expeditions a few miles in front of the lines to locate 
enemy a.cti vi ty. As food supplies became lower, foraging 
ex.pedttions were sent out to secure food and to prevent 
it from falling into British hands. Later raiding parties 
went out for the dual purpose of keepi.l:lg the enemy from 
feeling too secure, ~~d for securing high ranking prisoners 
_to exchange for Americans eaught by the British. For these 
enterpvises the OU.ides were indispensable. This was the 
only group that knew every road in Westchester. These were 
the raen who could lead an expedition into the Neutral 
Ground; or through it to orrisania 1 and get everyone ,· 
back safely- •. • 
-
III 
'l'llli MOUNTED GUIDES 
The Westchester Guides, or Mounted Guides, are thought 
to have begun their service in .January of 1777. They were 
not known as the estehester Guides at this tirue, but were 
called the Mounted Guides, the Horse Guides, or Guides. The 
definitive term, Westchester, was added after the war either 
by the Daughters of the .A.~erican Revolution o~ the Historian 
John M. M.cflonald .1 The number- of men who served in the unit 
is open to question because no accurate records were kept 
of the unit•s activities. The Guides were an irregular volun• 
teer outfit. The,y were not part of the militia, hor were 
they part of the Continental Army. These men were civilians 
-~-' 
who were hired by the militia and tile ~my to act as guides 
and scouts, and while they were on duty they received the 
pay of a captain or a. lieut~nant. T"here is definite proof 
1Between the year,s 1844 and 1850, McDonald athered 
together four hundred seven interviews with partieipants 
and rBlat i ves of participants in the Revolution. The phrase. 1 
"The Guides," occurs throughout his interview,s. There are 
also references to 0 uides for Loyalist forces. In a series 
of J,.eetures prepared from these interviews, McDonald speaks 
of the "Famous Westchester Guides." In the same period the 
Daughters of' the American Revolution were marking t:b..e graves 
of Revolutionary soldiers w_ith histor-ical markers. In 184-9 
a D. A. R. marker was placed in front of the Oakley graves 
in the uaker burying ground in urchase, New York. This· 
marker also speaks of the famous Westchester Guides. 
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that nineteen men served with the unit through the major 
part of the war, while others served only for a short time 
or on individual mjssions.l The principal guides were the 
brothers .Joma, Abra.ham, and Isaac Odell of Breenburgh; 
Isaac nuk' 0 Odell and Martin Post of Yonkers; the brothers 
Abraham and Michael Dyckm.an df • ngsbridge, and the'ir cousin 
William N. pyckman of lower Yonkers; ,John Pine froni the 
country along the Croton; sa:muel Youngs and J"ohn ·MCCha.in 
of the Manor of Philipsborough; Isaac Webbers of North" 
Castle; David Hunt of Westchester; I&a.ac Lent of Cortlant; 
and the brothers Cornelius, James, and Isaac Oakley of West 
F'arms; Dennis Garrison of 1~estchester Village; a.nd John Dean 
of Tarrytown. Andrew Corsa served only in the campaigns of 
1781. 
These :men served in three capacities: they were g-uides; 
taking. un1 ts of state or Continental troops th'.r>ough the 
Neutral Ground; they were scouts., pa trolling in front of' 
the lin_es to v1arn of the approach of a:ny hostile force; and 
they were superintendents of forage, leading expeditions 
into the • Nautral Ground in s•earch of food tha. t could be used 
by th~ troops on the lines. The whole body of guides did 
lpeter Pine and illiam Green are mentioned as guides 
in the Mc»onald papers by,Hadaway and in Hufeland•s.Histo~y 
of West~hester 9 Hufeland based his assumptions on ~cDonald~ 
I can f:i,nd no other documented proo.f that these men were 
uides. Haacker in his art,icle "Westchester Guides 0 in the 
.uarterly Bulletin of estehester adds two additional names 
to the roster. 'fhey are Abraham oyce. ·and illiam Davids. 
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not serve continually from 1777 to i1B3. ';Phe highest num-
ber in ae.rvlce wa:s tw.enty in January of· 1781, and the least 
f' ~ ~ I 
number was two in the winter of' 1778. Many line commanders 
could. ~ee no u~e for the1n, especially in .the beginning of 
the wan.· Because the Guides were volunteers, every man 
had an obligation to his local militia unit~ All of the 
men ser1ved at le&~t one period of service in the militia, 
some of them more. l Another factor that kept the numbers of 
the unit fluctuating was the winter. The armies rarely 
fought tlurLnig tl:'1e winter. and there was no job for the Guides 
I 
when there was no fighting. 
Tlrlese men all had .families t-0 ·support. Some were 
marri.ed;. others were the main support of aged pa.rents. All 
of th.e nten .oa:me ,t:r.om farming famil;ss, and when not doing 
duty on J the lines or serving in the ,mi_li tia, they were home 
raising the crops or the herds. As farmers they had. 
travellep, tp New Y:~rk Many times to take the er.ops t·o market. 
They we.re also hunters who in peace•time had pursued this 
ac ti vi ty to µut ex.t.ra meat on the table • ';£'hey knew ,every 
lane and b·a.ckroad in Westchester and were good horsemen. 
What were they like as individuals? In many cases 
lpension Applications of ·John Odell, Samuel Young . ,, 
Isaac Lent, Villiam N. 1)yekman, James Oakley, John Dean, 
Dennis. G~rrison~ ~illiam Davids in Recor-d Flle 93, National 
Archives and Record erviee, itashington, D. a.; Military 
service Records, John pine, ichael Dyckman, David Hunt, 
~-· 
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this is very hard to say. In a unit sueh as this, certain 
indivipuals are b-oun.d to stand out, Of others little is 
I 
known besides the faet that they belonged to the unit and 
took p~t in the missions. One of the most colorful of- the 
Guides was Abraham nBrom" Dyckman. He was twenty-one years 
old at the start of the ar., a man of medi height with 
abnormally broad shoulders and long arms. He had enormous 
str,engfh and often would amaze his friends with demonstra ... 
I 
tions like lifting his brother over his head as easily as 
one wohld lift a board. Iie was a jolly man and war to him 
I 
was .$11 adventure, a game, aomething to b i:mm€nsely enjoyed 
as. long as it lasted. Always sure of suecess, he seemed. to 
look for danger as if it were an element in which he liked 
to move. Like a knight of feudal ti·.1es, he seemed a man 
who was bo.r-n for war. He delighted in challenging members 
of the enemy• s force to a personal combat; many accepted, 
but Br>om alwa)Ts won. This characteristic finally led him 
to his death by a sniper's bullet in 1782.l His younger 
broth.elf' Michael was much the opposite. Taller and lean of: 
body, ~e was a very quiet person, not saying much unless 
asked a question. Brom, only a year older, was his hero. 
hey were always together, refusing to be. separated even on 
I 
guiding or scouting work. Mike tried many times to get 
I 
1nadaway, McDonald Papers 1 II, 36. 
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Brom to be more cautious, but he never could.l 
John Odell was nineteen, and seemed older than his 
years. He was a tall m.an, well over six feet, with lor.g 
arms, and deceptive strength. He was serious and very cau-
tious, refusing to make a deoision before careft.i.lly thinking 
it out. He was always ready for any surprise, nev-er exposed 
himself unnecessarily, and al\vays seemed to be on guard. He 
rarely smiled, seemed pessimi tic at all times,. yet in action 
he .faced danger with a. coolness that matched Dyekman.•s devil• 
may-care attitude. His family were friends of the Van 
Cortlants, who ov1ned many aeres in u state New York. This 
family presented John with a fine grey horse a:nd a. nair of 
matched silver mounted pistols at the start of the war. 
He used the horse and the pistols thPoughout the war and 
was marked by them, as many Loyalists would have liked to 
own them. 2 His capture was so desired by the British that 
a rice of 100 pounds was put on his head in 1780.3 His 
brother Abraham was much like John in appearance and temper-
ament, but he differed in dress. Abra.ham was what is known 
~Dorothea H. Ro;~er, 0 Displaced Family of Westchester 
in 1776," uarterly Bulletin of.Westehester Historical 
Societz, XXVIII, No. 2 ·1953, •2 • 
2Frederick Ha.aoker, T: e Odell. Bulletin ( New York, 
Privately Printed, 1956), p. 164. 
3Marcus aymond, Souvenir ot.' the Revoluticnary Soldier•s 
~onument Dedication (Tarrytown, N. Y.: Tarrytown Historical 
oc!ety, 1894), p. 21. Mr. Raymond as di tor of the 
Tarrytown Argus and an amateur historian. It is assumed that 
-nany oi' his sources were original, but these have not been 
found since his death. 
a.s a "dude." He liked well made clothes ·and favored aristo-
cratic manners of people like the Van cortla ts. Ile was 
nieknamed Armand for the French legion cavalry leader whom 
he .,..esembled.l 
Cornelius Oakley was a Qu~ker and as such he should 
have had nothing to do with the war. Re seemed more of a 
combination of Dyckman and Odell than anything else. He 
enjoyed fighting and war·, but at the same time he was cau-
tious and unerring in j~dgement. He was small and light, 
amazingly agile and quick, an excellent horseman, and 
deadly accurate with the weapons of war. He was easily 
recognizable bs· the tall .Hessian hat that he wore. Early 
in the war, he had been chased through a field by a Yager 
troop.er with a bayonet, .Aroused to anger, he turnad, grap-
pled with the man, killed him, and appropriated his hat, 2 
He always favored aggressiv$ action, not of the foolhardy 
type Dyckman did, or calculated as Odell,. but UJ."'lexpected. 
He followed the maxim that fortune :follows the an who is 
aggre.sai ve and does the unexpected. 
Other members of the unit are little known~ John 
,cChain wa:s a bitter man, driven by his hatred of' the 
Loyalists. After his family was burned out early in the 
war., he didn't miss a chance to do the same to the enemy. 
samuel Youngs was the only one of the ~oup possessing an 
libid.., p. 32. 
2pension Gla.im o;f John Odell, National Archivese 
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ed ation. His father ran a tavern and raised livestock on 
t :ie lower road to T(¾x•rytown. The tavern was used as an out ... 
pot durin the war, but was burned b; a British aidi:r:g 
party in 1781. Andrew 0orsa was the youngest member of the 
Guides, serving only in the year or 17 1, and was es ecially 
valuable due to his l{nowledge of he area around Kingsbridge. 
He was the son of a British officer whose home was in the 
Manor of Fordham. 1 
The uniform.s of the Guides were much like thos~ w0rn 
by the rest of they army. They used their regular workaday 
clothes with the exception of the boots • .Most of them 
appropriated Hessian or British boots from captured or dead 
cavalrymen.. Washington issued orders stating that mili tis. 
and volunteer units could keep captured equipment and the 
Guides took advantage of this order. 2 Using the backroads 
and fields of' Westchester as they did, they soon found that 
the terrain was hard on the clothing, and the knee high 
boots of the eri-emy ould protect them. Their headgear was 
varied. Oakley used the .lessian hat, and Dyckman favored 
a. wide brim hat occasionally with a plu.'ifl.e in it, while 
others used military end civilian hats. All had grown up 
using the ri.fle or musket, but these weapons were cumber-
some on horseback so they soon adopted the European system 
lrnterview with Andrew Corsa, October 7, 1843, in 
cDonald Inter vi ew•s. 
2Thomas Scharf, Hi story of Westchester Count ( 2 vols.; 
New York: Juno J. Cass; l 9 , II, 2o; Putnam General Orders. 
of carrying a saber and two pistols.. They acquired these 
articles from the enemy as they did all things they needed •. 
Their horses in the beg• r~ning of th9 war were bro1..-;.ght d th 
them from the farms, but as the iVar progressed they changed 
them many times with horses the captured on raids and 
scouting parties. 
The actual orig.in 01' the Guides is hazy. 'l'he- time of 
or 0 anizatio:n that is accepted by mo.st people is January 17, 
1777,. General Heath was organizing his raid on Fort In ... 
dependence and needed men to guide his troops over the roads 
to Kingsbridge:. Be applied tc the West-chester Cou.:.-rity Com.., 
mit tee of .. afety fo1~ guides. This Oormni ttee appointed 
Cornelius 0akley, Isa&c Oakley, John Pine,, David Hunte, John 
Odell, Abraham yckman, and Michael Dyckman as guides.l 
John Odell later stated that he and the Dye an brothers 
were rli th Heath at For·t Independence, but h,e also declared 
that he became a guide in July of 1778. 2 A genealogy of 
the pyckman family states that Michael Dyckman was a guide 
to General Lincoln• s colunm in the attack on ort Independence.3 
A modern author places the organization of the Guides at a 
much earli.e1~ date, oct-ober 21, 1776, when Washington ordered 
1 rnterviews with Andrew Corsa, October 27, l8li9, and 
Jacks on Odell ( son of John Odell), oepte her 18, 184-5, in 
McDonald InteI'views. 
2pension Claim of John Odell, National Archives • 
.3Dorothea H. Romer •tDyckman Family Genealogy" (un-
published, in posses,sion o:f Mrs. J. c. Hart.man., Long Island, 
U. Y.). 
the militia regiments of Colonel Drake and Colonel Thomas 
o provide guides for the retreat from Harlem Heig ts to 
~~4 i e P ins. I At this ti e, rnelius Oakley, Jon Pine, 
Uk Odell:, and illiam N·. Dyckman were pri va:tes in the First 
Regimetl - of the ·~· estc ester County i!ili tia commande by 
ol. Dra.ke·.2 In all p.robabili ty this early use of guides 
iias not per--.manent,, as at the time i ashlngton did not know 
he would be garrisoning units in Westchester. These men 
z;ere probably sen back to their units when the troops 
reached Vihite Plains"• To add further controversy to the 
.subj vet,, ides were used ~gain in an action that occurred 
in October·, 1776, prsevious to the Battle of White lains.. A 
'on·l;inental regiment attacked a British advance unit whioh 
wa.s camped at :M-amaroneck.3 
It also m st be noted that the Guides were in no sense 
part of the mili t.ary.. They were civilian employees and 
hired as such-, drawing rationo with tho unit they were 
1naacker·, v'estchester Guides. 1.t'hia order was issued on 
the retreat frooi Kings bridge €0 White Plains. D1 .. ake and 
Thomas were militia commanders whose units came from lowe!'I and 
eastern Westchester .. He th probably remembered this former 
use of guides when he wa.s planning his ~aid in 1777 and thus 
applied to the Committee of Safety. 
2 »1ili tary service Record of Cornelius- Oakley, John 
Pine, William N. Dyckman, and Isaac Odell in National Archives; 
Oakley Certificate·, New York City Historical :'ociety. This 
doculllent was written in 1782 and signed by Oakley. He 
evidently used it to rove that he had been a guide for the 
Continental Army. It also states tha • he served in Drake's 
militia unit. 
3He~th, ,Memoirs, p. 280t Villipm Beatty:1- "Jou nal, A 
M_apyland- Capt!an1' s eor.:.unents, I 776-.J.. 7tsl, " iaryiand Historical 
Ma~azine, III, 108. 
attached to and receiving pay as officers. The six 
principal guides, Co nnelius Oakley, Brom and Mike Dyckman., 
John and Uk Odell, and John Pine received pay as captains, 
while the rest were paid as lieutenants. While on duty 
with the troops they were addressed by rank and had 
authority to go with the grade. This was necessary, for 
on the return from a raid or a scout they many times took 
over co:mmand of the group in order to get them back to the 
lines sai'ely.l 
Stories and legends always seem to grow concerning 
famous heroes and the Guides were no exception. There ar-e 
many st0ries about them, particularly John Odell, Brom 
Dyckman, and Cornelit1s Oakley. These three served as guides 
for a longer period than any of tbe others and perhaps for 
t s reason they a.re especially well known and remembered. 2 
One of the most ama.nng tales concerns John Odell. In early 
1783 John had guided a raid to orrisania. The raiding 
party had captured quite a bit of booty• as well as prisoners 
lrnterview with Pierre Odell, October 17, 1849, in 
cDonald Interviews; Pension O la:i111 of Samuel Youngs, 
National Archives. 
2Hadaway, McDonald Papers, I, 67-69. Hadaway refers 
to these men as _£he three great Guides. This is purely an 
invention of his own, for they we.re not so designated during 
their lifetime. The stories that follow are based on the 
J/f.c. Donald Inter vie .i , and in many cases can not be proved. 
they are re eated as stories and as such ake the paper 
more interesting, but they come from the reminiscence of 
people between seventy and ninety years old. Those which 
can be proved a.re so designated in the footnotes-. 
and horses. They had been pur-sued by the Ref gees, but they 
had had no sign of the pursuing force since they had left 
Tarrytown and so thought that they had lost them. In line 
with General Washington's statement that the raiders were 
entitled to all the plunder ti1ey captured, the group stopped 
on the Oser property south of the Croton River to divide 
up the goods. Odell tried to get them to push on to the 
other side of the river and safety, but the men wanted the 
di vision of goods made there. They were attacked by the 
Refugees who had continued to follow them, waiting their 
chance, Odell couldn•t reach his own horse, so he grabbed 
the first one he could and spurred in the direction of the 
river. He was immediately pursued by three men. This was 
the month of January, with the river frozen; if John could 
get across on the ice he would be safe within erican 
lines. To his sorrow he found he had grabb d an unshod 
horse and fearful that the horse's hooves would slip on the 
ice, he turned northward toward the crossing at the Van 
Cortlant estate. The Refugees saw his intention and cut 
hi, off. It was the ice and combat, or surrender. Odell, 
cautio s man that he was, had put in long hours of practice 
.with his heavy saber while on a moving horse. He had per-
fee ted a backward slash with his weapon and this was what 
he used now as the first pursuer caught up with him. John 
leaned far back in the saddle, and using his long reach 
swung his heavy blade in a backward cut that caught his 
pursuer in the shoulder and dropped him out of the chase. 
'!'his had allowed the other two men to eatch up. Not 
wishing the same fate to befall them, they c .e up on either 
side of John. Although on the ice, John reined in sharply, 
at t..'1.e same ti e cutting with the saber to the right and 
the left. The man on the left caught the back of the blade 
on the forehead; stunned, he fell from his horse. The man 
<>n the right arried the f 11 force of the forehand blow 
with his sword hilt, losing a finger in the process. This 
caused him to dr-op is weapon and drop out of the chase. 
Odell spurred his horse and rode to safety. ~nazing as 
this story sounds it is well documented.l 
In any good story there should be some love interest; 
Odell provides this also. John, in 1780, becam.e engaged 
to Hannah McC11ain, the sister of John 1/IcChain, and often 
visited her at her father •s farm above Tarrytown. Spies 
noted this and kept watch on the house in ho es of 
capturing him and earning the hundred pounds reward offered 
by the British. John went to see her one night in the fall 
of 1782. The spies notified a Refugee patrol which 
lrnterviews wi·th Talman Oser, October 17, 1849, James 
Manderville, October 20, 1847, and David Merritt, October 
12, 1846 in 1C onald In erviews; Raymond, Tarrytown 
ouvenir, p. 61; Pension Claims of Samuel Youngs and 
William Dyckman in National Archives; Frank Hough, The 
Neutral Ground. This last is a rictional work baseaon 
the McDonald Interviews and Jones• History of New York. 
This is not meant for reference, but i€ is Interesting to 
note in this work the story is so changed that Odellsplits 
the first man in half and . cuts off the heads of the other 
two. 
surrounded the house and demanded th.at he surrender. There 
• was no way out so Hannah secreted John in the crawl space 
above the second floor8 The Refugees forced their way in-
to the house and searched it; without finding ,John. Through-
out th search, the leader, Captain Totten,. sat diPectly 
below where Jorm was hiding. John stayed in the crawl 
space,,. with two pistols ready, for an hour, before the 
Loyalists gave up and left.•l Hannah M.cChain became the 
first firs. Odell in 1784. 
Another amusing story concerns Odell and quite e. 
different woman. John had led an attack on a group of 
Refugees in Elmsford in the spri og of 1780. They routed 
the Refugee forae, but having penetrated so far into the 
Neutral Ground, they decided to pass the night at the home 
of a patriot. During the night there was an alarm. The 
man on guard fire<;} his weapon and the men all turned out 
thinking they were attacked. They soon found out that the 
sentry had just been firing at shadows. The next morning 
when they prepared to leave, Odell couldn't find his pants. 
I 
He wa.s searching for them when a force of American cavalry 
under Colonel Sheldon approached. Sheldon at this time 
was Odell's commander and as such should be met by Odell. 
The lady of the house c am-e to the res cue • he lent .Johll one 
of her skirts, and wearing this, Odell rode out to meet 
lRaymond, Tarrytown Souvenir, p. 56. 
his 6olonel. To this day tbe road on which he traveled 1.s 
known as Petticoat Lan~.l 
There were four- Odells servin in the Guides, three 
brothers a.11d their cousin Isaac. With two Isaacs in the 
unit, it would be easy to beeome confused, so they nick-
named the cousin "Uk." He was a. quiet man, but one who was 
well respected. ~ashington used him many times as a. guide, 
ofte~ r-eferring to him as his favori teguide .2 He seemed to 
be mild and inoffensive and because of thia attitude many 
eople misjudged him. Returning from a. raid in 1781, a 
group of guides decided to Pest at the Vermille house on 
Sprain road at Westchester or Wright ts ~ills. The pursuit 
was closer than they thought and they were ea tured before 
they could gain their horses. John Odell and Isaac Lent 
got away, but Uk, Martin ost 1 and John McChaln were 
captured. A three roan guard was put over the prisoners a.nd 
the remainder of the Refugee force continued the -pursuit. 
The tbr>ee guides were brought into the yard and told to 
sit on the ground next to each other~ Uk seemed very much 
afraid and tried to beg his freedom. The guards were con-
temptuous and Uk whiningly offered money. At the word money 
lRaymond, Tarrytown Souvenir, p. 58; John Lockwood 
Romer, Historical Sketches, of me RomeP., Van Tassel and 
Allied Famili0s and Ta.les of the eutril Ground (Buffalo, 
William C. Gay Printing Company_, 1917), p. 182. 
2Albany Argus, February 27, 1901. 
the three guards pricked up their ears. one of them made 
Odell come over to them to let them see the money. While 
the man was lookin,.,. at the money, Uk grabbed his pistol, 
hit him over the head and shot the second man. In the mean-
time, McChain and post overpowered the third guard and the 
three guides soon rejoined their comrades.I 
Brom Dyckman was the type of man from whom legends 
grow, and the manner of his death contributed to his fame. 
Returning from a raid in March of 1782, the Refugee pursuit 
caught up with B~om and the Americans in Eastchester. The 
Refugee infantry, tired fron the swift pursuit, halted to 
rest before attacking the Americans. Bro~ seeing the 
Loyalists halted, rode out between the opposing forces, 
s i'lord in hand, to challenge someone to meet him in single 
combat. A solitary rifleman had crept out some distance 
from the Loyalist party, hoping to get a shot. He got his 
chance and Brom slumped. in t..-ie saddle. His cousin William 
and brothers Micllael and .raaopus rode out to him and brought 
him in. He died five days later at Crompond, and was given 
a full military funeral at which General Washington was 
present.2 
lrnterviews with Sara Oakley, October 20,. 1849, Da.niel 
Odell, October 20, 1845, in McDonald Interviews. • 
2toyal New York Gazette, 5arch 12, 1782; Pension claim 
of illiwn N. Dyckmap. in National Archives; Romer, Dyckman 
GenealoWu. Jacopus Dyckman, the third brother, was not a 
guide, ut a member of Honnywell's volunteer horse, the 
uni·b which made up the main part of this raid.,. 
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Just two months before his death Brom had raised the 
spirit of all who knew him by a dar~ng exploit while re• 
turning from another raid. The Americans had been chased 
across the Brome River, and that breadth of water ave them 
time to regroup. D ckman noticed a Continental officer., 
bare-headed, and asked hi what happened ·to his hat. The 
officer pointed to an orchard across the river and explained 
that while galloping th:r-ough it a low braneh had knocked off 
his hat. The hat could still be seen stuck by its plume to 
the branch. Dyckman cried,. "You shall have your hat again," 
and spurred back across the river. By now the· orchard was 
in the possession of the British cavalry. At first they 
were surprised to see this lone rider spurring toward them, 
but soon recovered and fired at hi:m. with all their \veapons. 
§y this time Brom had secured the hat and was on his way 
back to the American force. 
• 
ood fortune brought hi safely 
across the ri Ver and he presented the officer his hat. 1 
From this and otbe r incidents soon arose the legend that he 
couldn't be killed by mortal en. 
Brom also had his serious side al though it was re.rely 
shown. In December, 1778, the British attacked an outpost 
in front of' the American lines. They ,captured Captain 
Daniel Williams, a popular cavalry officer. Brom and some 
of the guides decided to capture a. British officer to arrange 
11ntervie\ with Caleb Tompkins ln McDonald Interviews. 
an exchange. The plan was to procoe d at night to the 
Harlem River, cross over on the ice, and capture officers 
of Emerick 1 s Corps who were quartered in the Norris hou e 
near Laurel Hill. They found the ice would not hold them, 
so the proceeded to the Corsa house in Fordham to get in~ 
fo. ation fro 1 Andrew Corsa. Corsa told them that a British 
officer was quartered in the Davoe house in r,iile quare. 
They surrounded the ho 0 se and captured Captain Maccaboy. 
accaboy was very contemptuous of the group that had captured 
hi, and must have made several uncomplimente.ry re1 arks. 
Dye kman, who was in charge, to J.d hir,. that he was free . 
Americans had more honor than the British gave them credit 
f'or. 11 the :rt des wanted was ... accaboyrs parole that 
Williams would be turned loose in the morning. After giving 
his pa ole, a very astonished British officer was left 
standing in the road while the Guides went back to the lines. 
\Jilliams returned to the lines three hours later • 1 
one of the ost amazihg of the guides Nas Cornelius 
Oakley. He was well respected by both sides, certainly not 
a man to be trifled with. Early in the war while on a 
seouting party, Oakley stopped at the Griffin house in 
Mru:na.roneck for some ref1~esbraent. \Vhile he was there, a 
party of Refugees came up. Oakley was warned, b tit ias 
too late to escape unseen. He rinished his cider, mounted, 
lrntervie vith J ckson Odell, November 26, 1845, 
in McDonald Interviews. 
and rode toward the gate in f•ll view of the Refugee troop. 
He drew is sword as he carr~ near the gate and sad so all 
could J:.ear, nyou all know (ho I am, and that I keep my 
promise. The irst one of you that raises a hand against 
I:lO or o.ffer to bar my p assa 0 e, I will lay hi head u o the 
gro 'nd f'rmn which he will never• raise 1 t." The surprise and 
audacity were so great that not a man moved a Oakley rode 
slowly through them.. t w ij only wnen . e spurred is horse 
as he reached the main road that they recovered to pursue 
:1i ., but Oakley's nor e ·10. fresher and he soon left thera 
b h . 1 e .:i.n.,, 
once dur·.ng the war Cornelius and his brother Isaac 
v;ere captured, taken to New York i ty, and confined in the 
Sugar House prison. ornelius 1 fearing to use his right 
n ... e, called himself "the Quaker.rt Although his brother 
and other prisoners tried to pursuade him not to, saying 
it was impossible, Cor1elius was determined to escape. 
He picked an extremely hot d-S.y for the attempt, one on 
hich lliO$t of the guards were tr ·ing to find some shade in 
which to rest .. e cut to blankets into strips and made a 
rope. At the noon hollr when he hoped most of the people 
would be off the streets, he .h&d the other prisoners crea ta 
a di stunbance and he dropped his blanket repe ou.t of the 
windo r. The v1ooden bars were easily broken and with Isaac 
holding on to one end of the rope he quickly lovrered 
lrnterview with Caleb Tompkings in McDonald Interviews. 
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him.self from the third floor cell where they were con-
fined and the ro e ras hauled b ck in. He moved a ay from 
the' rison, • ms,king himself appear to be a. stooped and lame 
old man, covering his face with a handkerchief', While -seeming 
to wi e his forehead and neck fr.om the heat of the day. He 
proceeded thus from the ce.nte.r of the ci,ty to a public house 
at t re head of Harlem tane; which was kept by a friend-; 
~idow Day. He arrived in the middle of the afternoon and 
pPesented himself at the back door. The· widow almost 
.fainted; for her house at the mon:ient was full of men of the 
Refugee Battalion. She quickly gained her presence of 
mind and led him to a room on the seaond floor where she hid 
i 
him W;1til the Re.f:ugees left. That night Cornelius was ready 
to be on his way and asked the widow to get him -a boat to 
cross the ,river. She told him that this was impossible as 
the British secured all the boats at dusk for fear of an 
attack. ·Cornelius took some cord~ng o t of one of her 
beds, some nails, and so e food, and starte.d for the Ha.rlem 
River. The Harlem is not a large river and most average 
swimmers could gain the other .side after a ten minute swim, 
but Oakley couldn't swim at all. With the rope and nails 
and some planks he found on the shore, he constructed a 
rart and piled his clothes on it. He set off into the 
water holding o to the- raf't .and kicking with his feet. 
After an hour he made the other side, landing on the 
Morrisania. shore above the Lewis Morris house. Moving 
by night and ly1.ng concealed b__.. day he proceeded to East-
chester. The follo • ng 1ght he wa picked u by an 
$le rican scouting party and returned to the lines with 
them.l 
T ese then were the uides, resoUr'ceful individuals 
and effectively functioning members of a team. They were 
well suited for the job they 10re called upon to perform 
for the Continental forces. 
1 rnterview with Sara Oakley, December 12, 1845, October 
20, L,50, in '!.[c onald -nterview ; ,ay ond, a ... rytown o venir, 
p. 60; Romer., Tales of' the Neutral Ground~. p. 195; Haacker, 
he Odell Bulletin, • 205. 
IV 
'' OU ING TIE , 1 EMY 
In 1777 the fa..m.erican.s in '·estchester still had a 
decided advantage over the ri tish. While the enem:y' s 
fo1"ces were considerably large·r than General Heath•s force, 
hey were s read very thinly be een New York and New 
Jer•sey. In a letter to Heath written in February, 1777, 
Washington outlined the st:rategy that he thought would b-e 
best e.ployed in Westchester. He su geste.d that a body 
of light troops be based o the 'llestchester side of Kings-
bridge. This force should be large enough to repell 
foraging parties sent out by the enemy, but mobile enou h 
to move quickly and reti->eat if the British sent out a 
lar e force. The British would then be forced to send out 
large groups of combined ini'antry and cavalry for their 
own protection. The very size of the large force would 
hamper them in f ora.ging acti vi ties a d make them suscep-
tible to attack by the highly mobile Ameriean force.1 
Heath for some. reason did not follow this advice. soon 
it beea e too late to do ... o because of the Loyalist en-
campments at Morrisania and the forts t .. e British built 
on the Westchester side of Ki sbridge. 
lEeath • aper s in :!'Jass chusetts Historical Society, 
XVI, 91. 
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In May, 1777, General Israel utnam became the com• 
man el" of the Westchester lines. He issued orders for con-
st&nt patroling in front of the lines by twelve man patrols,. 
particularly along the Hudson ana Croton Rivers.l The 
British, who re-r building up their strength in Ne York, 
sent to expeditions up the Hudson for the purpose of taking 
the l\merican forts which rotected the river. The first 
attempt was driven off after th British had aestroyed Con-
tinental stores. at . eeksk111., but the second succeeded in 
capturing the American forts on the Jersey side of the 
River.· In this second attack, PUtnamr• was completely con-
fused by a. British feint towards Ve.rplank• s point on the 
' Hudson side of the river, and sent two 0 uides to reconnoitre 
the situation. The guides reported that the main British 
force was aimed at the Jersey shore, but Putnam had too 
.few men to oppose the British. force. He was compelled to 
r tire in front of the British and find a position where 
he could successfully defend the river against ·their 
a vance. 
The Amorican lines were moved farther up the Hudson 
and a new fort was established at West Point. This move 
necessitated a change in the command structure on the de-
f nsivo line across the county. Originally there was one 
eornmander over all the troops in Westchester and the unit 
• Putnam, General Orders, July 17, 1777 • • 
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comm nd rs were esponsi let him. F 9 ced ~ith th necessity 
of building another fo.rt to rotect the udson, one roan 
could ot be esponsi le for both the fort and th d fensi v~ 
ine cross the county. The f command consisted 
f a g'9ne al i ov-r- 11 comr:and of Westch ster, 1 i th a 
c lonel, the second inc rum.and, in direct control of the 
lines. 
British r ds i· to 1 estc 1 st r inc e -sed in 1778, 
·ith both Loy list and Hessian its foraging for c ttle 
and food. In March, Erne 1ck sent out a o p of is 
chasseurs un&r- c 
in cattle in t 
and of a Lieut nant Alhouse, to bring 
Vl<Hni ty of Tarryto n. Samuel Younr:rs 1 rns 
on his way to visit his crents 
Hessians ~re_aring to stat bacr t 
n he came upon the 
ingsbrid e with about 
tw nty~f~ve head of aattle. Yo ~s knew that militia 
unit Nas crun don the saw Mill iver Rod bove Tarrytown 
and· he ro-de to get them. Ca t i :i Joseph .Acker' s com any 
rehurned 11, i th Youn s to a position on the River Road that 
they knew the Hessia,."'.ls •.rould have to pass. The com_a.ny 
took ·posi ti n behind a st ne wall a.long the road, while 
Youngs, John De , and tr-.ree others :moved to a s ot two 
hundred yards farther u the read. When the Hessians passed 
by, Young's sm 11 g oun o ened fire. :ne enemy force, 
thinking they were pursued by superior fo ce, hurried 
into the ambu h. To the accom ani.ent of noise and 
yelling, the militia fired volley at point blank range 
-s -
an ch,· r ed •ii th he b onet. Al- of the 0ne.:ny • rce w re 
killed or captured an· t1 e cattle were returned t.:. their 
o· ·ne s .1 
d tLe 'Jontinental A:rmy re ux•ned 
to He stchester r.i,. d e., tab_ is ed headqu. rters at 'tfhi te Dle.ins. 2 
f,"' shingtan f'el t that ho would e better informed and could 
watch the actions f t e British more easily, if he ~ere 
cJ.osor to King abridge. iie sent an ou post n ·er General 
Scott to T ckahoe an ~cott place a p~cket guard of one 
l undred fif" y rifle1::.en unde.r> Colonel Christopher Gist a few 
miles farther ,...n at Mt. Verno ..._3 Guides an a gro· p of 
..:.tockbr • dge Inii ans were assigned to the outpost for• 
scouting ad patrolling duties. rhe British were not happy 
with the Aueric&.n.s so clo.se to their lines as they a..>upered 
their foraging activities. They tried many times to ur-
prise the In ians and either wipe then out or capture them. 
In A, st, 1778, the Indians were surrounded, while on, a 
scouting mission in front of t e lines. Decoyed into firing 
their rifles, they were iped out by the charge of the 
lpension Claims o.f Samuel Youngs, John Dean, a.nd 
braham Boyce in the National Archives; Romer, :rale s of the 
Neutral Ground,_. 126; Letter from Samuel Youngs, January 
25, 1a14 in .Historical Magazine, New Series, Vol. DC, o. 6 
(June, 1 ?l). 
21?ension Claim of John Odell in National Archives. 
Odell states that he, Isaac Odell, Uk Odell, John Pine, 
Brom ye nnan, and chael Dyekman were hired by Col. Pickering, 
Washi!llgton 1 s • uartermaster, as guides. 
3Hufeland, • estchester uri ng the Revolution, p. 256. 
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Legion horse unde T rleton before they could reloaa.1 
dthout the In ians, the urde. of sco •tin and pe ... 
trolling fell to the gL.iides. Jn early septe:mber, Simcoe 
and Tarleton decided to attempt an ambush of the .American 
I 
force under Gi~t. The American force w scam ed on a hill 
at the junction of the Saw Mill River Road and mastehester 
Road. The plan proposed a five pronged a.ttack in which 
,·mcoe and Emerick ere to get behind the P.merican force, 
Tarleton was to attack from the south, Colonel ¥Awmb from 
tho east and Colonel Pruschank v as to complete the aneuver 
by c tting off retreat to the west along the river. The 
plan would have worked to perfection if Pruschank h d got-
-ten to his position on time a;nC: _the ericans had been less 
vigilant. John Odell, scouting for Gist, spotted the 
A_ueert·'s Rangers :moving nto position and surmised v.hat .ras 
happening. He m de a § 1 ick circle of t:b..e area around the 
American cam and spotted .furmb' s i'orce. . etut-ning to 
canipt he passed on his information to Gist. Many of the men 
ere sure that they were going to be captured and the oniy 
course was to throw down their arms and wait the inevitable, 
but Odell assured them if they wo d hurry, he could lead 
them to safety. John led the Continentals into the woods 
and thickets along the aw Mill River just as Tarleton 
lLt. Col. Si. ooe, A Journal of the Operat:i. ns of a 
partisan Corps, the Queen's Rangers (New York, 1841~.), p. 16. 
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attacked. Cavalry could not operate in this type of area 
and Tarleton was forced to pull back before the fire of 
Gist's rear guard. ruschank should have been in this spot 
to cut off the retreat, but he never appeared. Odell, using 
the heavy brush, woods, and the river as a screen, led the 
Continental force intact to Scott ts camp at Tuekahoe.l 
The army went into winter quarters in the old positions 
near the Croton River in November, 1778. General Vfashington 
took the Continental forces out of Westchester and camped in 
iew Jersey. Aaron Burr became the new commander of the 1~ est-
chester Lines in January, 1779. He faced a major reorgan-
ization task~ for he had no experienced troops except thos-e 
at West Point; and he had no scouts~ The Guides had been 
hired by the Continental forces through the ).la.rtermaster, 
Colonel Timothy Pickering• 2 hen the Continental troops had 
gone to New Jersey, the Guides, lacking orders; went home. 
Burr wrote to General acDougal., the overall commander of 
Westehester, explainin his problem as to scouts and asking 
where he could find experienced ones. MacDougal sent John 
Pine to Burr, reco nnending him as a scout and g ide ,• 
MacDougal told Burr that Pine had served as a guide in the 
last c aign and would do btless know the whereabouts of 
lsimcoe, Journal of .I Partisan Corps; Pension -Claim 
of John Odell in National Archives. 
2pension Claim of John Odell in National Archives. 
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other former g ides. 1 With Pine's help, BU.Pr soon hired 
ten guides including John Odell, James Oakley, Samuel Youngs, 
John Dean, Brom and Michael Dyckman.2 The guides were 
assigned to various outposts along the line to handle the 
scouting duties.,. and when not on duty made Young• s Tavern 
their unofficial headquarters. Burr also organized and in-
terested others in organizing volunteer uni ts of cavalry. 
These units were used to fill in the positions on the lines 
that could not be covered by the militia, and because of 
their mobility soon became important for raids on the Bri ti·sh 
posts. Needing information, Burr pursuaded John Odell's 
brother Abrahan to maintain a listening post near Irvington. 
Abraham operated a blacksmith shop on the Albany Post Road 
below Irvington, and many of t..'le horses he shod belonged to 
the British. The information he overheard was quickly 
passed on to Burr.3 
on March 10, 1779, Burr retired from the army and 
General M§cDou al appointed Col. ijilliam Hull to succeed 
him in command of the lines. Hull approved of all the 
things that Burr had done, but decided that additional pro-
tective measures were needed. A more adequate system was 
needed to warn of an approaching attack, and this system 
lAaron Burr, Memoirs of Aaron Burr, ed. I\fi. L. Davis 
( 2 vols.; New York: Harper Bros., 1837), I, 126. 
2pension Claims of John Odell, Samuel Youngs, James 
Oakley, John Dean in National Arc ives. 
3J. C. L• Hamilton, Povert and patriotism in the 
Ne tral Ground (Elmsfor·d: Privately Printe , 19 0 , p. 17; 
Burr, Memoirs, I, 130. 
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should be spread to c~ver more area. Utilizing the Guides' 
knowledge of which families living in the Neutral Ground 
were loyal to the .American cause, he organized a warning 
system. He arranged with a number of trustworthy frunilies 
who lived between his camp and Kingsbrid.ge to beco ea chain 
for passing along notice of any unusual occurrence from be-
low. He had the guides instruct the men who lived nearest 
Kingsbridge that whenever a body of troops passed over the 
bridge or he perc~ived any extraordinary movement, to take 
a mug or pitcher in his hand, and in a careless- manner go 
to his neighbor, who formed the next link, for some cider, 
beer, or milk., give him notice e.nd !'et · n at once to his 
home. His neighbor was to make a similar trip and so on 
until the information reached its destination. 1 This 
system was quite suc.cessful for the remai.nder of 1779, but 
as conditions vmrsened in V.estchester many more families 
left the Neutral Ground .so that there were not enough people 
left to operate the chain am it was abandoned. 
scouting in front of the lines soon became the most 
accurate means of gathering information and in this the 
guides were extremely valuable because of their knowledge 
of tt~ country. Skirmishes between opposing patrols hap-
pened regularly. These skirmishes revealed the growing 
strength of the American forces. Early in the war Americans 
lGeneral filliam Hull, Revolutionary Services and 
Civil Life of General 1. illiam Hull ( New York: .Harper Bros., 
1848). P• 148. , 
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tried to avoid contact or attacked only from ambush, but 
a.s the war progressed and the Amerlcans gained teehnical 
knowledge arid confidence, they looked forward eagerly to 
contact with the enemy. The following acco ts shmv some 
of the scouting activities of the Guides. 
In September, 1778, Isaac Odell guided a patrol under 
the eo.mmand of Maj or Henry Lee~ They learned .fx-om some of 
the inhabitants that E):r'.er-ick' s Corps patrolled the Albany 
Post Road every day and Odell set up an ambush at Edgers 
Lane and the ost Road. The Loya.list patrol stopped at the 
house of' Peter Post to 1.nquire if any rebels had passed 
near by; Po·s t told them that he had seen no one for days. 
The Loyalists were proceeding at a full gallop up the Post 
Road whe·n the Am.ericans led by Lee and Odell hit them from 
the flank. The result was the killing or capture of the 
entire enemy patrol with the exception of one mln. On 
hearing the news. ~rick sent out a large force to obtain 
revenge, but the Americans had vanished into the ba.ekroads 
leading to the Westchester lines.l 
Captain Hopkins of oylan 1 s troop was a partisan leader 
whom the British wished to capture. It was v1ell known that 
he went out on patrols every few days, but he never fol-
lowed the same rioa.ds twice in succession. He 11as guided by 
lvon raft, Journal, p. J2; Interview with John 
Dusenberry, October 12, 1847, MacDonald Intervie;s; Mili-
tary Service Record of Major Henry Lee, National Archives. 
Jsaac Webbers and.Uk Odell •. On August JO, 1779, the 
British laid. a trap for him using F..mer,iek' s uorps, Bear-
more • s Refugee Battalion, Von ~\urmb•s Yagers, and Pruschank 1s 
Corps. They lai.ew tb.at Hopkins h d left the iestchester 
lines and the plan was to secure the roads between him and 
' sa!'ety and force him to fight .aga.inst superior forces. 
E:opkins learned that the Loyalists were out to capture him 
and decided to lure Emer1ck' s corps. into an ambush and cut 
down the odds against him. . 'ebbers suggested storm, s wood 
on the lowe,r, road :rrom Tarrytown to White Plains as an ideal 
spot. A strong detachment of cavalry was.posted tn 
the woods vi.,hile the rest of the patrol proceeded to-wards 
• ite Plains wher-e they knew they wou:ld meet Emerick. The 
two forces soon :met. Hopkins slowly retreated drawing 
Emerick after him. When Em.erick•s cavalry drew abreast 
of Storm's wood,.the hidden men attacked. All but :©nerick 
himself were killed and captured, and the v.hole :force with 
Odell and Ho kins in the lead then p rsued Emerick back down 
the road to ~fuite Plains. The chase continued for half a 
mile to where Emerick had left his infantI"y posted b-ehind 
a stone wall. The infantry rose and fired as Eme:rick: 1 s 
horse cleared -the wall, ounding Odell in the arm. Th~ 
Americans immediately wheel.ad and began their withdrawal 
northward on Poorhouse ro~d. They we:re soon locked by 
Bea.rmore 's Re:rugees and forced to go south on Bedford Road. 
Approaching Tarrytown they again found Emerick in front of 
them am had to charge and cut their way through. A 
running fight was carried on until the town of Tarry-
town was reached. Here they fo ·nd Von Wurmb in front of 
them and Pruschank blocking the Post Road. Webbers took 
over conunand and led the group through the fields to the 
north. They crossed Mill Creek near the old Dutch Chureh 
ancl hastened north v'fi th the combined forces of the Loyalists 
strun 5 out behind them, t the village of Sing sing, 
Odell led one last charge with the rear guru-d that dis-
couraged further pursuit and the patrol continued back to 
" 
the lines iith their prisoners.l 
A Lieutenant Gill was leading a twenty-four man oa• 
tJ:i'ol in Eastchester in October>, when he found that a 
superior enemy force had gotten between him and the lines. 
He had no alternative to fighting but surrender. John 
Odell, his guide, argued that the British would not ex• 
pect an attack and persuaded Gill to follow this course. 
The patrol succeeded in cutting its way through the 
Loya.list force only to find that a second force was be-
hind the first. '11hese were al so charged, but in the a-ction, 
Gill ts horse was wounded and he was captured. The rest of 
the patrol fought its way cle a?' a.nd led by Odell made its 
lAccount of Ja.oob Romer, an eyewitness, in Rev. 
Robert Bolton, Hist;ory of the County of W-est,ehester{2vols.; 
New York: Juno J. Cass, 181+3), I, 561-62; General Heath 
to General Washington, September 2, 1779, in Heath Papers, 
Vol. XVI; Heath, Memoirs, p. 214. 
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way back to the Ame:>ican lines.I 
The Refugee ·attalion under Bearmore tried to sur• 
prise t A.~erican guard at Pine's Bridge in November, 
1780. Sam Youngs out on a scout obeerved the enemy above 
Sing Bing and brought word to Colonel Jameson, the Com-
mander of the lines. A large Ame ican detachment was 
sent out and the Loya.list force was obliged to retreat. 
The Refugees turned south through Clarkt s Corners and over 
Pines BrddgE} Road to Twitching•s Corners where they were 
challenged by an, American force that had gotten ahead of 
them. This group under the command of Captain Pritchard 
and guided by Samuel Youngs had takt'Jcn position behind a 
stone wall atop a high bank on the left of the road. The 
Refugee horse could not surmount the bank, and during the 
many atte npts, Bearmore recei ve.d a wound in the neck that 
led to his death three days later. 2 
The American scouting forces were not always able 
to spot the a.pp roach of British forces, and some times 
when they did it was too late to be of any use. In 
pecember, 1778, Bearmore ts cavalry had raided the outpost 
at Youngs! corners and captured Captain Daniel l:1 illiams and 
~General Heath to General Washington, October 4, 
1779, in Heath P pers, Vol. ,,.VI; fleath, Memoirs, p. 219; 
Pension Olaim of' John Odell in ffational A.rchi ves. 
2Loyal New York Gazette, November 18, 1780; Heath, 
l:itemoirs, p. 242; Pension Claim of Sw:rmel Youngs in National 
Arahives. 
twenty-five men. In Julyi 1779, the Legion of Tarl~ton 
raided and burned Bedford and Pound.ridge and narrowly missed 
ca9tui~ing all of Sheldon'~ unit. Tarleton raided Pines 
•ridge in June of the same year, ca~ turing Captain Honnywell 
and forty-seven.men. February of 1780 saw Youngs'dorners 
attacked again by British army force-s combined wl th the 
... efugee Ba.ttalion; the line comman.de.r, Col. Thompson, and 
ninety-six men were killed and captured. The last raid 
on the .Ameri.can lines occurred in nay, 1781, when a large 
force under Delancy surpr~sed Pine's Bridge, killed the com-
mander, Col. Christopher Green, and captured twenty-th!'ee 
men. 
Two of these raids occurred under um,;i.sual cl rcumata.nees 
and were the result of overconfidence of the American com-
manders and re.fusal to listen to the Guides. In 1780, the 
outpost at Young ' Corners was effectively blocking herds 
of cattle which had been secretly driven through the county 
to the British.. The British expedition consisting of five 
hundred infantry and one hundred cavalry lef·t Kingsbridge 
on the night of February seeond. A deep snow covered Mest-
che ster and hampered their progress. They were scouted a.t 
quite some distance from Youngs by John Odell, Samuel Youngs, 
and Lieutenant teven Campbell. Col. Thompson was Wl:lrned 
of their approach and was advised that hls best course was 
to retreat. He only laughed, saying that they were only 
some of Delancy•s cowboy, and prepared to defend his post. 
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Odell was sent to bring in .the troops on outpost duty, but 
by the .time he had rounded up all the units and started to 
return the action was over. Col. Thompson and ninety-six 
men were killed or captured and Odell was forced to watch 
the closing minutes of' the action from a nearby hill. Only 
thirty men under a Lieutenant Moulton escaped and these were 
led off through the deep snow by Sam Youngs .1 
colonel Christopher Green, in command of Pines Bridge 
in 1781, was a seasoned and capable military commander. 
He had been decorated by Congress for his defense of Fort 
?;iff'lin on the Delaware River in 1777. As a. regular officer, 
he had a grea.t contempt for such irregular forces as the 
Refugee Battalion. He refused to treat such men as soldi.ars, 
for in his opinion they were no more than irregulars and 
deserved no courtesies under the articles of war. He ha.d 
insulted:' a lieutenant of the ijefugees two days before the 
attack by treating him as a spy and keeping him in soli-
tary confinement. 2 The enemy was determined to at tack and 
destroy Green's µost. They attacked early in the morning 
of May thir>teenth as the guard on the Bridge was being 
relieved. They had traveled all night by back roads to 
get in position, their attack was a complete surprise, 
lpension Claims of Samuel Youngs, John Odell,, William 
N. Dyckman in National Archives; Heath, Memoirs, p. 230; 
Loyal Mew York Gazette, February 5, 1780. 
2colonel Green to Colonel 'ard of Warwick., Rhode 
Island., in Bolton, History of Westchester; II; 678. 
Green and ;his second in command were killed and twenty--
six men were captured.l 
Militia commanders and other unit commanders alo_ng 
the 1·1ne had been. worried about Green 1 s a. t ti tude towax>d the 
Refugees. One officer, C-ol. Scamaell, had heard rumors of 
a Refuge-e attack being planned. He sent out a patrol with 
' 
Green ts :permission on ·the nig.."1-it of May twelfth. Captain 
Fogg, the leader of the patrol, repprted the patrol•s 
activities in a letter to Col. scamaell on May fourtee~th. 
• • • to seout on the neutral ground with a. view to 
check any intercourse with the enemy, I marched my 
.. company with three volunteer horsemen on the e.vening 
of the 12th with Gol. Green•s ·aprobation below 
Valenti:pe • s (ialentine mill at Mile Square in Mt. 
VernoiQ,- and t next day lay eonoealed, in the 
evening returned two miles abov·e the plains (] 1 te 
PlainiJ~ and early in the morning marched toward 
Bedford. Aft€r marching four·miles we halted on a 
height for refreshment when a.bout 60 or 70 horse 
& t o or th1 .. ee hundred foot appeaPed below about half 
a mile. supposing my party to be their sole object 
I retired vri th as much expedition as the strength 
of my men would permit.. The whole body pursued us 
\Vi th the greates·t; s:piri t about two miles, and their 
horse twice surrounded us, disohar·ging their rifl.est 
or carbines at us to retard our retreat and favor 
the operations of their foot. I had two men massacred 
in my sight -- I kept a brisk fire on them far two 
miles, saw two fall from their horse besides seven 
caPried of'f wounded. One of my horses was likewise 
wounded •••• 
I am obliged to Capt. Oakley My Guide for his 
lrnterview with Joshua Putney and Lydia Vail,. oetober 
14, 1844, in McDonald Interviews; Thomas Hughes (Paymaster 
of Rhode Island Regiment) to Job .rreen { Col. Green is son), 
May 14, 1781,. in Bolton, History o.f Westchester,. II, 680. 
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officer like behavior in action .... 1 
This report mentions three vol1mteer horsemen. At the 
same t.ime Samuel Yotngs was scouting for this unit under a 
Captain Fogg. The American e..nd Refugge forces must hay.e 
started their missions at appr>oxinately the same time, but 
proceeding by different roads missed each other. 
A surprise attack by the Loyalist cavalry in another 
part of the county had a happier ending. An outpost had 
been established at Merritts corner~ on the eastern side of 
the county; in front of the ine guarding the Byram River. 
A party of Refugees attacked early in the morning of 
December 2, 1781. Captain Sackett, the unit comm.ander, 
was captured some distance from camp, but Isaac Lent led 
t,venty-six men and the second in command, Lieutenant 
t osier, through the fields towards the American Lines. The 
fields were bordered by high stone walls which made it dif-
ficult for the Loyalist horse to get at the f'unerican uni-t. 
For a while the parties were in sight of each other, moving 
in parallel directions, until finally near King street the 
Loyalists kno-cked down some rail fences which enabled them 
to get into the fields. Lent led the Americans to the top 
of a hill and here Mosier told them to fix bayonets and 
form in a square, and above all impressed upon them that 
loaptain .Fogg to Col. Scan1aell, liay 14, 1781, in 
Emmett Papers, New York public Library; General Washington 
to President or Congress, May 17, 1781, in Fitzpatrick, 
Washington's riti:ggs, XXII, 98. 
their only chance of safety lay- in keeping close together 
and holding their fire II As long as they maintained a square 
they held the advantage, for the Loyalist cavalry could not 
close with them through the line of bayonets-. If they fired, 
they would be caught in the act Qf reloading by a cavalry 
charge as the Indians had been three years before •. _ The 
enemy could not hope to lay back and engage in a fire fight 
as they had only pistols against the American rifles. The 
attacking force numbered forty-five, nearly every man a 
native of Westchester and all well known to the Anlericans. 
The Loyalists charged twice, but each time their horses 
were thrown into cenfus.ion by the lunging bayonets of the 
Americans and the square remained intact. One of the 
Refugees fired his pifitol at the square and he was quiekly 
shot on Mosier's order. The Loyalists attempted to parley 
and after $Ome abusive language again resorned to the cavalry 
charge,. This time two hor·ses went down ·w1 th bayonet wounds 
and the Loyalists gave up the attempt. Lent led the group 
back to the American lines,.1 
The largest reconnaissance 0£ the war was undertaken 
in 1781, when Washington and Rochambeau were contemplating 
an attack on the British positions in New York City. A 
lpension Claim of rsaao Lent in National Archives; 
Interviews w1 th John fatterson, participant, October 30; 
1845, October 12, 18!1.:6, oatober 19, 1847, in M~Donald 
Interviews; Clinton,. Papers, VII# 565; Heath, Memoirs, 
P• 324. • 
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combined force of five thousand men left the ea sat Dobbs 
Ferry on J ly 21, 1781, to scout the British positions on 
Manhattan Island~ Twenty guides accompanied the expedition 
with Cornelius Oakley, John ine, and Michael Dyckman scouting 
for the French force and John Odell, James Oakley, and Andrew 
Oor sa in charge of tne scouting for the Americans. The 
combined armies moved south in four columns, meeting at 
Valentine's hill, and there forming a cordon close to the 
British lines extending from the Hudson to Long Island 
Sound. On the twenty-second, Washington, Rochambeau, and 
the engineers, guided by Corsa, Isaac ~ebbers, and Cornelius 
Oakley, began to reoonnoi tre the enemy positions, beginning 
at Fort Prince Charles, which covered Kingsbridge, and 
ending at Laurel Hill. On July twenty-third, the group 
scouted West Farms, Delancy' s ills, and Morrisania. The 
mission co pleted, the army broke ca.mp on the afternoon of 
the twenty.third and returned to Dobbs Ferry. The whole 
operation had taken three days with the loss of only two 
men.l 
scouting operations continued for the Guides under 
different commanders well into 1783. The British, now 
tired of the war, were considering peace, but as yet 
1Interview with Andrew Corsa, participant, October 7, 
1848, October 18, 1849, October 27, 1849, in McDonald 
Interviews; Baron Cromot du Bourg, "Journal of a French 
Officer," Maeaeine of .Amcir ican Hi story, IV ( 1880-81), 
130-34; Fitzpatrick, Washin~ton 1 s Writings, XXII, 409-10. 
had not signed any peace treaty and still occupied New 
York City. In Se temb-ar, 1762, Washington, guided by 
Martin Fost, scouted the area around Kingsbridge prior to 
a contemplated attack on the city.l In ?arch, 1783, peace 
negotiations were in -progress and the British withdrew from 
Westchester County. srunuel Youngs carried the communication 
telling of the withdrawal from the British General Car le ton 
to Governor Clinton.2 1rhe last scouting activity of the 
Guides was performed on November 25, 1783, as members of 
the unit preceded V-ashington•s entrance into the city. 
1Bolton; History of Westchester, II, 649. 
2pension Claim of Samuel Youngs in National Archives; 
Clinton, Papers, VIII, 176. 
V 
.PETI'r"' GUERRE 
General as..}iington had early in the war emphasized 
the need of harassing the British in New York City.l 
Attacks on the British posts would force them to garrison 
more troops in New York then they actually needed, and if 
troops were kept in the city they could not be fightiug 
in other parts of the thirteen colonies. This policy of 
harassment was carried out by each successive commander 
in Westchester, but soon more important reasons arose 
for raiding the enemy. 
The British e.cquired most of their food supplies 
through estchester, obtaining this food by raiding into 
the county or by having it brought to them by sympathizers. 
This traffic in food and cattle going into the enemy lines 
was usually carried on in the. eastern a.qd less well guarded 
section of Westchester. The American forces established 
0 1 , tposts in front of the lines to stop this illegal traf-
fic; the British and Loyalist forces in turn attacked the 
outposts to force them back _d allow the cattle drives 
and food wagons to get through. As the war progress-ad, 
la-eneral Washington to General Heath, December 28, 
1776, ''Heath Pa ers~" Massachusetts Historical Society, 
Collections, Vol. V. 
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more and more so-called neutrals tried to sell their 
reduce and animals to the enemy becaus the pape money 
used by the Continental Army was practically worthless 
while the British money still retained its established 
value• In the course of t.ne se raids on American positions, 
the enemy took many prisoners as well as supplies. The 
patriots needed Redcoat and Tory prisoners in order to 
arrange an exchange for captured Americans so th.at; these 
experienced men could go back on duty on the lines. Ex• 
perienaed officers were at a premium and did the Americans 
little good in British jails. 
Raids were carried out by all types of units, Oon• 
tinentals, militia, and volunteers, but they were dangerous 
undertakings because of the distance from the American lines 
to the British camps. The attacking force had to travel 
forty miles to make the attack am then return over the 
same forty :miles on tired horses, burdened by prisoners, 
and pursued by the aroused British and Loyalist forces. 
Although dangerous, there was never an.y lack of personnel 
to go on the raiding parties due to Washington•s order 
allowing raiding parties to keep captured equipment and 
supplie s.1 
The first expedition was led by General Heath against 
Fort Independence in January, 1777. Washington had expected 
lputnam, General Orders, September 4, 1777; Schar, 
History of Westchester, II, 2b. 
this attack to be a diversion, forcing the British to pull 
·out of New Jersey to protect New York City. General Heath 
decided to attempt to capture the fort, but failed miserably. 
The Guides, first organiz 0 d for this expedition, were used 
to guide the troops to oi.)tti ons in front of the .fort 
procure quarters and forage for the troops, and maintain 
communications between the various regiments of the attacking 
force. After the A.-rnerican forces had retreated to the.ir 
norm.al • osi tions. near Pee ks kill, Abraham Dyckman, Michael 
Dyckman, and John Odell received official commendation from 
General Heath fort Air valuable assistance,l 
BY August, 1777, the Americans were in, desperate need 
of medical supplies and General Putnam sent General Varnum•$ 
Rhode Island Brigade to Eastchester to raid a hospital 
which the British had established there. Two guides were 
sent with the expedition and it was due to their warning 
that the Brigade returned safely before a British expedi• 
tion sent from Kingsbridge could surround them. 2 
The Loyalist forces, camped at raorrisania, under-
took most of the raids into Westchester and sold the cattle 
they appropriated to the British in New York. American 
lnomer, HDisplaced '!":la,.-nily, If restchester n lletin, 
June, 1953; Dyckman F~nily Bible quoted in Romer, Dyckman 
Genealogy, p. 42; Hadaway, McDonald Papers, I, 70. 
2nr. Elias Cornelius, Journal of Dr. Elias Cornelius 
{Washington: Library of Congress, l901}, August 27, 1777. 
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forces began a series o~ counter raids on Morrisania to 
recover these cattle. In order to protect themselves and 
give warnjmg of any im ending attack, the Loyalist Refugee 
Battalion erected a block.house near t.."1-ie bridge over the 
Bronx River near Delaricy's ills. They felt that with both 
roads to ~orrisania covered by forts, no rebel raiding 
party could get trough. In January, 1779, ~olonel Aaron 
Burr decided to destroy the ·blockhouse. Sam Youngs and 
James Oakley led t e expedition to within a. mile of the 
blockhouse where a forty :man attacking party was sent 
ahead. They carried grenades, rolls of port fire, and 
canteens of inflammable w..aterial. Youngs lad the attacking 
force while Oakley guided the main force to a defense -os-
ition in case support was sent from the British posts at 
Klngsbridge. The grenades were thrown in the portholes, 
dri ,,ing the defenders to the upper stol'.'y, and the whole 
building was soon on fire, forcing the defenders to sur-
render. The American force completed its mission and 
returned without losing a man.I 
Colonel William Hull, hen he assumed command of the 
lines in idarch, 1779, revised the system of raiding so 
that parties returning through the Neutral Ground would 
have more protection. Fast mobile units of cavalry and 
infantry were sent deep into orrisania to carry out the 
1 amuel Youngs to R. v. Morris (Member of the Assembly), 
January 25, 1814, in H
1
istorical Magazine, June 6, 1871; 
Pension Application of John Dean in National Archives. 
attacks, while larger slower bodies of infantry were, ~ent 
to prearranged positions in the Neutral Ground to cover 
·the ret.reat. Previous to Hull •s tenure on the Lines, at• 
tacking parties .had to fight their way all the way back to 
their base. .Now covering parties were usually set up at 
' • Eastchester· of large enough numbers to di scour age further 
pursuit, In this manner,, raiding parties coµld gain brief 
respi. te and return to the lines unh,ampered •. l 
• Raids into British territory were incre~sed after 
August, ·1779, and are too z:iumerous to give descriptions o'f' 
eaeh., By the end of 1781 some fifty raids on British and 
Leya11st posts had been. undertaken, all under the. direction 
or the Guides·. Some -were attempts of small bodies ranging 
from ten to twenty men -while others involved over four 
hundred. The most important of these excursions, however, 
and the role played by the Guides deserve attention. 
One of the many adventure!"s who came to America to 
fight on the sid.e of the rebels , as the Marquis de la 
Roue-l"ie, .Armand Tuffin. Re a.rri ve_d in the spring of 1777 1 
was connnlssi.cined a colonel and iVaa permitted to raise a parti-
san corps· oi' two .hundred horse and f.oot. By the summer of 
1778, he had-assembled h-is corps,. recruiting men f'rom France, 
• French Oanada; and the Hessian soldters of the Convention 
t.roops of Saratoga, and was busily tr.aining them. When the 
ontinental Army returned to N.ew Jersey in 1778, Armand was 
luull, Revolutionary Services, p. 156. 
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ordered to take pos1 tion on the lines above the Neutral 
Ground to help protect the ceunty fr-om the depredations 
of the Loyalists. The legion remained in Westchester based 
at North Castle and Salem until January, 1780. Wh.ile in 
the county, .Armand and the Legion ca.r>ried out three sue• 
eessful raids on fuli tish posts, using John and .Abraham 
Odell for guides in each instance. The first excursion on 
October 12, 1778, was undertaken to test the Legion in 
battle, and was made against the Hadley house on the Albany 
Post Road where Colonel Von Wurmb' s Yagers were based. The 
legion infantry was posted at Dobbs Ferry to cover the 
ret~eat while the cavalry pushed on to make the attack. 
Abraham Odell located the position of the sentinel posted 
in .fr·ont of the house and the whole troop charged him at 
full speed. This so surprised the sentry that he allowed 
himself to be captured without firing a shot. The same 
tactics were used in rushing the house, a quick charge, 
this time aecom anied by much noise and shoutlng. The 
Hessians, com letely surprised., were routed from their sleep ~ 
and taken prisoners. John Odell led the legion on a cir-
eular route to con.fuse pursuit, returned to Dobbs Ferry to 
rejoin the infantry, and proceeded back to the lines.l 
After a winter of recruiting, Armand returned to 
1colonel Armand to General ashington, October 13, 
1778, "Letters of Colonel Armand," Collections of New York 
Historical ociety for 1878 (New York, 1879}; Raymond, 
Tarrytown Souvenir, p. 65. 
his Legion at 'North Castle in June, 1779, and the following 
November planned and execut d the capture of one of the 
leaders of t. e Refu oe Bat.., lion, olonel l nsfield Baarmore. 
Led by the two ◊dells, he started at noon on November 7 and 
arrived at' .lliams Bridge at eigllt o'clock. He left is 
infantry here to secure the bridge and cover his retreat; 
and with tw nty cavalry pushed on the remaining three miles 
to the Leggett house where Bearmore was uartered. The 
to Odells silenced and bound the sentries while the legion 
force surrounded the house. Bearmore, summoned to surrender, 
sa~ tho heplessne s of his position and gave up along with 
five of his troop. Tl:1e ithdrawal as made without loss 
o a man.l 
Armand attempted one last raid previous to reeelving 
his orders to join the southern army. He wished to capture 
olonel Jrunes Delancy, and moved out in a sriow storm on 
Decembor 2, 1779, to accomplish this mission. Delancy was 
su~ osed to be staying at the !Ucha.rd Morris house opposite 
Laurel F..111. In the snow storm the Guides lost their way, 
and the legion was discovered by a Loyalist sentinel, forcing 
tle group to turn baek. On the return, John Odell led them 
through Fordham where they stopped at the Corsa house and 
c· ptured Captain Isaa.c Corsa, one of Bea.rm~re I s infantry 
captains. Odell then turned north and the legion proceeded 
lcolonel Armand to eneral ~a i_gton, Novembe 9, 
1779, "Letters of Colonel Armand," Collections of Ne xork 
His tori cal Society for 1878 ( New York, 1879); 
Tarrytown ouveni~, • 65. 
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back to its base without further inoident.1 
'l'hroughout 1779 and 1780 various other groups under-
took raids on the British ca.."!}ps. olonel ~11sha Sheldon 
and his Second Connecticut Light Dragoons combined with 
oylan• s eava.lry and forty of Glover's 1assa.chusetts 
Brigade to raid Delancy 1 s hills in August, 1779. Sheldon, 
with his unit alone, raided Morrisan~a and took two hun-
dred cattle and some prisoners in July, 1780. 2 Colonel 
Alexander Scamaell, olonel James hite, M jor Ebenezer 
Lockwood, Major James Trescott, and the Marq ie de LaFayette 
all led raids on the British posts. 
In w.any cases it vras a situation of raid and counter-
raid. on December 24, 1778,Gaptain Williams led his vol-
unteer unit, guided by John Odell, icha.el Dyckman, and 
John McChain on a raid which took prisoners at the Valen-
tine house and the Hunt house. It was a daring raid in 
which the party after taking six prisoners at the Hunt 
lcolonel ,rrnand to General He.Ath, December 4, 1779, 
"Letters of Colonel Armand," Collections of. New York 
Historical Society £or 1878 (New York, 1879); In€erview 
with Andre Corsa (son), _ ugust 26, 1844-, in :McDonald 
Intervie s. 
2n ath, :Memoirs, p. 214; Pension Application of 
Dennis Garrison in .l~ational rchives. Garrison states 
that p evious to the r he lived in the village of 
Westchester and because of his knowledge of the area had 
often accanpanied raiding parties from 1781 on. He mentions 
a raid which he helped to lead ·ate spring of 1781 that 
captured a captain Totten and fourteen others. Totten 
along with fourteen of his men as captured by the Sheldon 
raid in 1780. It is quite possible that Garrison made a 
mistake in the year in writing his pension application fifty 
years later. New York acket and eneral Advertiser, 
A gust 7, 1779, and July 9, 1780. 
house below West Far-ms, delayed its retreat long enough to 
surround the Valentine house near vVilliam • s Bridge and 
secure- five more prisoners. As the captured men were mem ... 
bers of the Refugee Battalion, this affront stung the pr' ide 
of Colonel Bearmore, the Battalion commander. Snow had been 
falling for three days and Bearmore thought that the rebels 
would not expect to be attacked in retur-n. On Christmas 
night he raided Youngs' Corners and captured Captain Williams 
himself. In the course of the fight, some raiders fired 
through the windows and killed some P.Jnericans who were in 
the act of surrendering. The .Arne1~1can forces answered 
quickly. Brom Dyckman learned that so~~ British and Loyalist 
officers were planning a ball at the Rich house in Mile 
Square (present day Mt. Vernon). He led Major Strang and 
a thirty man force to the house which they surrounded, and 
ordered the occupants to surrender. "ome of the officers 
tried to go for their arms and were shot down from the win-
dows. Dyc,kman succeeded in stopping the ti ring in order 
to protect the women guests. Fifteen prisoners were taken. 1 
The Guides themselves often undertook raids for the 
purpose of acquiring prisoners to exchange for captured 
Americans or to capture.some of the more notorious of the 
Loyalist connnanders.. On November 8, 1779, Cornelius 
Oakley organized an attempt to capture Colonel Delancy at 
lrnterviews with Samuel Oakley, October 10, 1844,. 
Jackson Odell, September 1, 1847, in McDonald Interviews; 
Mew York Packet and General Advertiser, January 2, 1779. 
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his quarters' at the Archer house. Delancy had est'ablished 
.. 
himself there because the house was within range of the 
guns of_ Fort Number ·ght. Oakley and the Guides successfully 
passed the f'ort without being discovered ap.d entered the 
house. They roused the five men sleeping t?er_e, but missed 
Delancy who had stayed overnight in the city. Threatening 
the five men wi,th death if they did not keep silent, they 
ret'Ul-ned past ·the fort, cut across the .fields to Williams 
Bridge,. and returned to the American. liues by way of White 
Plains Post Road.l 
Captain Daniel Willi.ams was captured three times 
during ~he wa:tt, and three times the Guides managed to secm-e 
a Loya.list or British officer to exchange fo;r him~-2 such 
an e-xcursion left North Castle on March 9, 1780, led by Brom 
Dyckman, John Odell and Martin Post. Captain Ogden, a 
I 
member of Enierick•s Corps, was the of'fieer they were after, 
and the_y had to take. h;tm ?ut from under the guna of Fort 
Independenee. The house in whieh he was quartered was 
within one hund!-ed yards of this_ fort. The forty tnan group 
went down at _night and suceee~ed in passing the fort with-
out arousing the_ sentries. The patrol under 9dell deployed 
in defensl.ve positions, in front of the house, ,while Post 
' 
laeneral Heath to General ·i aahingto·n, November 10, 
1779 in Heath Papers, V.ol. 17. 
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2rntex-v1ews with Jackson Odell, November 26, 1845,. 
and I saao Vermi.lle, October 10, 1846, in McDonald Interviews. 
and Dyckman vent up and pounded on the door. ~ /hen Ogden 
answered tr~ door, he was knocked unconscious by Dyckman, 
tied on his ovm horse, and brought off. The return trip 
was accomplished by breaking the patrol up into three groups, 
each led by a Guide, and returning to the lines by different 
routes.l 
In the course of several scouting expeditions -around 
Kingsbridge, Micha.el Dyckman learned that the British ·ere 
not in ·t.he habit of changing their counter sign too often. He 
reported this fact to Colonel Millen, the commander of the 
Lines. Jillen decided to attempt a raid on the Loyalist 
headquarters at the Archer House near Fort Independence. one 
hundred fifty men from the Massachusetts !'egiments under the 
com..m.and 01" Captain Gushing were selected to make the attempt •. 
To this group were added thirty volunteer horse, and Guides 
John Odell, Brom Dyckman, Sam Youngs, Michael Dyckman, 
Cornelius Oakley, James Oakley, John Pine, and !,;artin Post. 
The group as assembled in preparation for the attack when 
it as learned that a large force of the enemy under Delancy 
had marched to Chappaqua. Cushing•s force was ordered out 
to ursue them. Arriving at Chappaqua, Cushing learned that 
the enemy had retreated some time before. He pushed quickly 
on hoping to overtake them, and kept moving until nightfall, 
when a. heavy rain began to fall. vushing decided to give 
lNew York Journal or General Adverti er, March 13, 
1780; Pension Gia• of John o·dell in National Archives; 
Interview with Samuel Oakley, October 10, 1844, in McDonald 
Interviews. 
up the pursuit and return to the lines, but the Guides 
opposed this idea, arguing that this was the ideal time to 
earry out the proposed attack. The rain would help to hide 
their movement and the Refugees would be less alert after 
their long march into the country and back again. Cushing 
finally a.greed and the force pushed on, crossing fields and 
woods to avoid patrols. By ten o'clook they had arrived 
within a mile of their objective and Gushing halted to rest 
his men. 
• Odell, ?ost, and Brom Dyckman scouted ahead to see 
what they could find out~ and they soon came upon a 
Britlsh patrol of two men whom they overpowered and brought 
back to Cushing. It was learned that there was only one 
sentinel in .fftont of the house, but; all the doors were 
barred from the inside. Cornelius Oakley suggested that 
two or three men break through the shuttered windows and 
endeavor to unbar the door for t~ main force. Forcing 
one of the prisoners to go with them to give the counter-
sign, half of the force moved forward, the second half 
remaining where they were to eover the retreat. The 
capti_ve together with the two Oakleys and Brom Dyckman V'lent 
ahead to take care of the sentinel. Af'ter hearing the pass-
word, the sentinel lowered his weapon and permitted 
Dyclonan to get close enough to him to grab him and disarm 
him without lettin 0 him make a sound. Cushing's force sur-
rounded the house, while Cornelius Oakley, Dyckman, and 
-
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one of· the Massachusetts officers attempted to crash the 
window. The shutters were fortunately only latched, not 
barred. Dyckman pulled a set apart and Oakley, quickly followed 
by :i:1is two companions, dove into the roo . Four men were 
playing cards at a table vmile the rest slept. Oakley and 
the rassachusetts officer, with bared swords, kept the 
Loyalists away from the stacked arms as Dyckman unbarred 
the door. Thirty-four prisoners were taken without a shot 
fired, but some Loyalists quartered in the out buildings 
had escaped. Cushing quickly rejoined his main force and 
be an his retreat. 
The pursuit, under Major Huggerford, caught up at 
Mile Square, and a skirmishing retreat continued until 
daylight when the American force reached the road from 
White Plains to Dobbs Ferry. Here the Americans cut across 
the fields to reach the Saw Mill River Road. The Loyalists 
tried to prevent this, but a. charge of the rear guard under 
Mike Dyckman drove them off. Reaching the River Road, the 
.American force h~d j st turned north when a Hessian force 
far superior to them appeared on the right. Some of the 
American officers questioned the Guides as to the sensibility 
of disbanding and letting every man shift for himself, but 
Post and John Odell vetoed this idea ru1d the group stayed 
together and kept moving. John Pine suggested rorming a 
square and fixing bayonets. This was quickly done and the 
group moved in this fashion up the road; the prisoners in 
the center of the square, the infantry with fixed bayonets 
surrounding them, and t. e cavalry circling on the outside . 
ready to counter any charge by the Loyalists. l"Or all the 
noise of their trumpets, and the large size of their force, 
the Yagers never did charge and the Americans proceeded the 
rest of the way to their base untnolested..1 
The year 1781 started out on a very sour note. The 
Pennsylvania and New Jersey Continentals mutinied and be• 
fore the affair wa over, Washington had to order two men 
executed. The spirit of the .American army was very low 
and the mutiny on top of the defeats in the south had pro-
vided a general def ea tes.t attitude. With permission of 
both Heath and Washington., Colonel William Hull planned a 
larg~ raid on the main Refugee quarters at orrisania to 
try to give the American spirit a lift. The raiding party, 
consisting of four hundred G'ontinenta.ls, one hundred 
militia under Captain Maxwell, and one hundred volunteer 
horse under Honneywell, left Pines Bridge on the morning 
of January 21, 1781. General Parsons and his Connecticut 
regiments were to cover the retreat and were stationed at 
Eastchester for t-hat purpose. Hull divided his force to pro ... 
tect his line of retreat; Captain axwell and the militia 
1colonel Millen to General Heath, April 30, 1780, in 
Heath Papers, General Heath to General Washington, ;.ay 4-, 
1780, in Heath Papers, Vol. 17; Pension Applications of 
James Oakley, John Odell, Samuel Youngs in ational Archives; 
Intervie s with Jackson Odell, Dece ber 1ft 1845, Deee ber 
16, 184.5; and Jacoj), Odell, October 18, 1844, in i1cDonald 
Interviews. 
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were sent to Fort Number Eight and told to engage the gar-
rison am cut the bridge to \llanhattan when they heard firing; 
a company under Captain villiams werit to est Farms to .secure 
.Delancy• s Bridge a.r.d bottle up the Loyalists in the rebuilt 
blockhouse; Captains Denet and Benton with their two com-
panies were to keep Willia.m's Bridge open to the Contin-
entals, but closed to pursuit; and Captain Pritchard was 
dispatehed to Westchester Village to secure that bridge and 
allow no one to cut Hull ts force off from that direction. 
Guides ere assigned to each unit v.ri th orders that the units 
get to their positions unseen. 
The entire arty moved down the Piine•s Bridge :B.oad 
and the l'hite Plains Poat Road until within a Jnile of the 
British posts at Kingsbridge. They then moved through 
the fields to Williams ··Bridge where the various detachments 
broke off a.rid went to their assigned posts. Hull, with the 
:main party, moved through the fields toward Morrisania, 
guided by Cornelius Oakley, John and Uk Odell. They pro• 
eeeded unseen until they came to the stream before the 
settlement, which was swollen and choked with ice. In 
order to cross, the infantry were mounted behind the 
cavalry.· This delay consumed enough time for it to become 
so Light that the outguards could see the Americs,n force. 
The camp was partially alarmed, but before the Loyalists 
could form, Oakley, John Odell, and David Hunt led the 
volunteers in a charge that broke up •all organized 
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resistance. .Skirmishing developed in isolated pockets, but 
.this w.as quiokly subd,ued • and those Loyalists not ·killed or 
captured fled in., all. directions, leaving fifty risoners., 
sixty horses, and a ntunber of .cattle. Of the seventy ~uses 
and huts of .the s,ettlement, forty were burned along with 
' 
large amounts of forage and .crops ... 
H'qll quiiekly ,gathered his fo.rces and placed the eon-
duet of the ,retreat in the hands of .the Oakleys and John 
Odell. Couriers were sent to tell the detachments to re-
join east of Williams. Bridge and t:t+e f'oroe pulled out on 
the road to West Farms. They icked up Oaptain Williamtl* 
company which had destroyed the blockhouse and turned east 
,. ' 
to fostohester Village. :rPr>i tt.cha.I'd ts force had qj.:spersed 
.a company . of .Refugees and freed thirty.two Americans from 
a jail in the ~own a~ the now enlarged party turned north 
t~ward the Boston Post Road. 
At the junction of the Boston Po.st Road and th,e r:oad 
fpom itestchester Village .the two remaining .. units joined the 
.main party. Maxvlell • s group had destroyed the pontoon 
bridge and then led .by Brom Dyckman had put across the 
fields in order to ge,t, to the rendezvous .on time. The 
whole par,ty .now moved at top speed along the Boston Post 
' ' 
oad toward· Eastchester. When the pursuing Loya.lists caught 
up about e. :mile from Eastchester, the Guides and Honneywell•s 
cavalry were posted as a rear guard. More and more British 
and Loyalist units were joining the cha~e and it became 
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very d:i. ff l~ul t for the rear guard to hold them off. The 
Loyalists massed for a decisive charge just as Hull 1 s gpoup 
passed the stone walls marking the outskirts of the village. 
As the colonials pa~sed, Colonel Hazen•s Regiment of Parson's 
Brigade rose from behind the wall and firing by grand di vi-
sions poured volley after volley into the Loyalist force, 
compel.ling it to retreat. 
rovidence aided 1he American force at this ti e as 
a snow storm that had been building up hit the area and 
hindered the reforming of the Loyalists. Using the storm 
as a &1ield, the Guides led Hull's force back to the lines 
without further loss.l 
The French army a.rri ved in vv:estchester in June, 1781, 
and conducted a raid on Morriaania prior to a combined 
reconnaissance on the British lines. The purpose of this 
raid was to clear the area. of all Loyalists in preparation 
for the reconnaissance. It was to be a joint operation be• 
tween the forces of Lazu.nts Legion and General Lincoln's 
Regiment. Lincoln was to a tta.ck and secure, ort George 
on 1[anhattan in order to pr> event reenforce , • • ts from 
reaching the Loyalists at 1li orrisa.nia who would be under 
' 
lGeneral Washington to General Rea.th, January 7, 1781, 
and General Washington to The President of Congress, January 
31, 1781, in Fitzpatrick, Washington's Writin~s, XX.I, 68, 
84; Pension Claims or John Odell, Samuel Youngs, William 
N. Dyckman, and James Oakley in National ~~chives; Hull, 
Revolutionary Services, p. 182-84; General Samuel Holden 
pargons, Life of Gener al Samuel Holden Pa.1,sons ( Binghamton: 
Munsell a.nd Company., 1905), pp. 330•33; Loyal New York 
Gazette, January 23, 1781; Hadaway, McDonald Papers, p. 72. 
attack by Lazun. Cornelius Oakley, Michael Dyckman, and 
John ,ine acted as guides for the French forces, while 
Andrew orsa, John Odell, and Brom ckman guided for 
Lincoln. 1 The raid failed because Lincoln was unable to 
carry out his assignment. His force as discovered before 
it came near Fort George, and the Fort was warned. Both 
forces were obliged to retreat before reenflorcements were 
sent up from New York City.2 
The year closed with another raid on the Loyalists 
in Morrisania, conducted by Captain Williams and guided 
by the three Dyckmans. Two officers and seven privates ,,ere 
brought baok as prisoners. 
Raids continued well into 1783, but from 1782 on these 
excursions were conducted for altogether a different pur-
pose. Nm it was not a case of trying to collect ,P'risona-rs 
or to harrass the British as peace negotiations were under 
way. A pr1.me object was to capture Colonel James Delancy 
1Document in possession of Dorothea H. Romer, copied 
and notarized in 1921 by Mr. lexander rti:oWelch, Notary Pulic, 
from oria-_nal in possession of Mr. John Oakley of Montclair• 
New Jersey. Document is written in 18th century French and 
signed by DeBev1lle, Rochambeau's Quar-termaster General. 
"• •. certify to all whom it may concern, that the herein 
nruned Oakley., Pine, and Dyckman, Guid·es of the American 
Army have conducted themselves very well during the time they 
have. been attached to the F'rench Army, from July 9 to August 
24·1nclusive.- ..• "; Interviews with Sara Oakley, December 
19, 1845, Williar~ Barker, October 23, 1849, in McDonald 
Interviews; ension Claim oi John Odell in National Archives; 
rnterviet with Andrew Corsa ( articipant), October 27, 1849, 
in McDonald Interviews. 
• 2nuke de Lazun, •4ernoir s of the Duke de Lazun ( ari s, 
1822), p. 136; Heath 1emoirs, p. 303; Interview with Andrew 
Corsa (participant), October 7, 1848, October 19, 1849, 
in McDonald Interviews. 
who b-eca:me · the symbol of Loyall st treachery. . The raids 
developed into a private war between the American Guides 
d volunteer forces and tr..e- Loyalist forces under Delancy. 
VI 
FORAGING 
There is an old saying that has b en, attributed to 
many great military leaders .that an army travels on its 
stomach. No matter who was first responsible for the 
phrase,. it is eampletely true~ The effectiveness of an 
a.rmy is measured by its fighting ability, and this ability 
is greatly· ourt;ailed if there is not enough food to feed 
the troops. The American su ply system r;s_s a complex one. 
The Continental Army w s to be supplied through its ·uar-
termaster, but this man was completely dependent upon the 
supply officers of tr..e state in wt.ct.ch the army was encamped 
at the timee In ~rder to get food, grain, horses, oxen, 
and pastur.e land to supply the army's animals, the Quar-
termaster must apply to the state government, which in ~urn 
wou-d inform the state co:mmis.sa.ry, wh.:ch would provide the 
supplies for the army. State and local militia units who 
~ere serving for long periods were supplied in the same 
manner, vihile mili ti.a units who served for only a fe days 
were expected to bring food with them when they reported to 
their muster a.rea.1 
lManuscript 29580, Proceedings of Arbitrators Relative 
to Forage Taken by the Army in New York, Record File 93, 
War i;epartrnent Collection of evolutionary War Manuscripts, 
National Archives, Washington., D. c., P• 16. 
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In the early part of the war th_c system worked fairly 
well, but after two years of war the system began to break 
dmm. Fa mers soon realized th t the money paid them by 
American purchasing agents as pr cti cally va.luele ss, while 
the British were paying with hard money. some of the state 
commissioners were not completely honest and used their 
office tQ build up their ovn fortunes. This was done by 
buying inf rior crops at a reduced rate and pocketing some 
of th money, or by maki one excuse after another as to 
why the crops ·were not sent to the army a.nd pocketing the 
Vihole amount of the purchase money. Finally it is generally 
believed th.t at lea~t two thirds of the population of the 
country were not in favor of the patriot cause: some 1ere 
active Loyalists or Loys.llst supporters, and some were i.n-
different, not ca.r .:.ng which side wo • The former s a mat-
ter of principle re.fused to sell their goods to the A.ericans 
and the latter sold mainly to the British because only the 
British had hard money. 
By the year 1777, the problem of supplying the army 
had become one of grave concern for General Washington and 
his staff. 1rashington reverted to the poliey used by 
European armies of foraging in the area occupied by the 
army at that time. Loyal citizens were pa.id as much a.s 
the appraised value of the confiscated crops, and supplies 
intended for the ritish v1en-•e confiscated. This policy 
had the twofold purpose or getting supplies for the American 
forces, and deprlving the British of food and cattle.1 
The p~oblem in w~stchester was more acute than in 
other areas, because- the Continental Army vrn.s committed 
to holding a stationary line over a lon period of ti1 e. 
The army tharefore needed large supplies of food, but the 
eople of the county were mostly Loyalists and brought 
their cro s to the British in New York City. Many farms 
had been abandoned due to the fighting in the area and as 
war continued more were abandoned, thus making the supply 
pr ob l em in ie s tche s ter more acute • 
After the failure of Heath•s expedition against Fort 
Independence in Janu~y, 1777, it as decided to attempt 
to gather all the forage below a certain line in West-
chester and des troy by fire all tli..a t could not be carried 
off. In this m~ner the American troops in Westchester 
hoped to amass a supply a ainst futur-e needs as well as 
deprive the British of the supplies in the immediate area 
of their posts. Tw-el ve hu..Tldred militia from Westchester 
ar'rl Connecticut were called up for the expedition. They 
were to serve as t~e protection force for the men and 
wagons gathering the sup lies and were to be discharged as 
soon as the expedition "as over. The plan was for the 
f 
~mi.erica.n forces to move south fre111 the Westchester Lines 
and establish a. line of demarcation f'rom Long Island 
laeneral de Beville, French uartermaster, to 
General Heath,, April 30, 1782, in ,.anuscript 29580, 
National Archives. 
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Sound to the Hudson River. This line started at Drake 
venue on the Sound a.:m follo !fe the ston Post Road to 
the Kingsbridge Road in ount Vernon, from there through 
Munday Lane to Eastchester, over Hunt's Bridge, and by 
Yonker ts oad to 1?hilipse ts on the Hudson River. The forage 
tea.ms would gather all food and animals below this line and 
bring them back to the ~ard House in Eastchester. There 
they would be catalcg:ued, appraised, and sent to the publie 
magazine s .1 
Some oft Guides were used as a scouting force 
betreen the line of demarcation and Kingsbridge to warn of 
the approach of British troops, while others accompanied 
the forage wagons, leading them to the various farms from 
Eastchester to Morrisania where an abundance of crops could 
b-e found. Guides were especially useful in thl.s latter 
occupation because of their knowledge of the country and 
the most pros_erous farm.era in the area. 
The expedition left North Gastle on :March 12, 1777, 
and set up its center of operations and line of demarcation 
on arch 13. The operation was proceeding well and forage 
teams were rapidly cleaning out t.h..e area of lower West-. 
chester when the itish decided to put a stop to the 
.American plans. On March 16 they moved to companies out 
of Kingsbridge intending to attack Ward's hose, thus 
seizing the American co:mma.nd post and cutting their 
defensive line in two. i-hey were seen crossing the river 
by :Michael Dyckman and the . overnent reported. Other Guides 
ere sent to round up the orag ng groups. and send them 
back to Peekskill, while t 1e mill tia under Captain Samuel 
Dela.van deployed along the Bronx River to stop the 
approachir.g British. The G ides succeeded in roundi up 
all the wagons and di.spa tching them north to Peekskill. 
They then led the reraa1 ing troops that had been g arding 
the agons, to the Brome River to support the m.ilitia that 
were dug in there. 'l'he me ri cans held off' the British 
all day and force them to pull back to Kings bridge. 
Feeling that they \Vere secure;. the militia pulled back to 
Vard 1 s house, and after placing a small guard around the 
house, be ded down for the night. A larger British force 
returned that night and surrounded the house, demanding 
the surrender of the occupants. The militia refused and 
opened fire. The British force was now greatly superior to 
tr~ American who were forced out of the house. To hun• 
clred .Arc.er:tcans had oecupied the house, and •all but twent)'i• 
seven were led to safety by Abral am and I✓ ichael Dyckman.l 
In 1778 t:ie Continental Army returned to 'Yestchester 
from the campaigns near Philadelphia and the Quides were 
hired to serve the army instead oft e militia. They were 
lOlinton Papers, II, 732; Interview with Samuel 
La~rence, October 22, 1846, and vJanathan Dibble, October 
28, 1844, in eDonald Interview; y (New York 
City}, ~arch 24, 1777. 
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hired by the Continental uartermaster, based at Youngs' 
Corne-rs, and one of their principle jobs was to lead foraging 
expeditions in.:to neutral ground. John Odell, Abraham ·and 
Michael Dyckman, John Pine, and Isaac Odell were all hired 
by Colonel Pickering at two dollars a day and rations for 
their horses.l They led small expeditions usually eo-n-
sisting of two or three wagons, accompanied by a squad of 
mounted troops for protection, into the Neutral Ground 
where they gathered as much as they could and returned be~ 
I 
fore the British could stop them. In the majority of cases 
these expeditions returned without trouble~ but on some 
occasions a running fight with British er Loyalist cavalry 
was carried on all the way back to the Lines. The Gu.ides 
continued to work for the Continental Army and the Quar-
termaster department until January, 1779, when the Con-
inentals moved to New Jersey. For the next year and one-
half the Guides worked for the militia and volunteer units 
on the lines. 
In 1780 food and grain supplies beeame very scarce, 
and it wa.:S decided to send a large, well protected ex-
pedition into the Neutral Ground. Many farms had been 
abandoned a.nd the Americans wi hed to save as much of the 
crops. on them a.s possible before. they went to seed. A 
regiment under the connnand of Brigadier General Stark was 
sent over from :New Jersey to protect the wagons, all wagons 
lpension Claim or John Odell in the National Archives. 
that could be e· n:u:na.ndeered were gathered at North Castle, 
and fifteen guides _w0re assigned to accompany the expedi-
tion. Guided by'Jobn Pine, Cornelius Oakley, Isaac Webbers, 
.John Dean, Abrl!!ha.m Odell, riartin Post, !"'lamuel Youngs, Jor-..n 
McChmin, Isaac Oakley, Isaac Odell, and ?hilip Honneywell 
' the expedition moved from orth Castle on November 22, 
1780. They moved south through ~aatchester and on to West 
Farms. They gathered as much forage as they could along 
the route and sent the wagons back to Peekskill as they 
ere loaded. At West Farms they stopped overnight and 
waited for the wagons to return. On November 23 they 
started back to .Peekskill, moving t .rough the eastern side 
of the Qounty to White lains, where they turned north-
west to Cortlant l'1'!.anor, follo red the Pine's Bridge oad 
to Pine's Bridge and Crompond. 'l'he expedition was quite 
succe sful, bringing in about four hundred wagon loads of 
ha.y, grain, and produce.1 
The expedition actually had a dual pur ose in that it 
was n attempt to dra the British troops on M nhattan 
Island over to ·~estchester into an ambush. Vhile camping 
at West Farms, Stark's force lit a great many .fires to make 
sure that t ritish would know where they were, and then 
lThacher Journal, p. 232; naral Stark to General Heath 
November 22, 1780, in Heath Pa~ers, XXI, 192; General Heath 
to 'overnor Clinton, November 23, 1780, in Heath Papers, XXI, 
194; .Colonel Pickering to Gen ral Stark, :trovembe 20, 1780, 
in 1anuscript 28630, Book o Orders for 1780 and 1781, 
Record File 93, ~ar Departrr~nt Collection or Revolutionary 
War Jianuscript s, National Ar chi vest Washington, D. • 1 p. 25. 
wi thdr w so e distance from the fires. In the meantime a 
force of fifteen hundred men under tne Mar uis de Lafe.ye tte 
nd guided by Abraham Dyckman, James Oakley, David Hunt, and 
Isa.ac nuk" Odell moved down the Albany Post Road and took up 
osi tion on the spot where formerly had stood Fort Inde-
pondence. "They brought flatbottomed boats with them to 
cross the Harlem and attack the itish posts if some of 
the .British troops were lured out by the fires of stark•s 
.force. 11ei ther the ·rorts at the northern end of the island 
nor th seat Laurel Rills nt out troops to see what was 
going on, so that this part of the combined operation was 
fol"C€1d to return to Peekskill without acco~lishing anything.1 
In June, 1781, the Continental Army returned to West-
chester nd 1Fi th the exception of the months Sentember and 
Octo er, 1781, remained in Westch ster until the close of 
the war. The Guides were a.gain hired by Colonel Pickering.2 
on July 30, 1781, a. quick foraging expedition as far as 
lClinton Papers, VI, 439; ... neral Washington to General 
Heath, November 20, 1780, in Heath Papers, XX.I, 186; Pickering 
apers, ro,v. 30, 1780, II anuacript. 2 630 in National 
Archives, P• 25. 
2" Jun , 4, 1781 ... 'I'o John Odell, you are ho!"eby appointed 
a mounted. guide, .for w ich ou shall receive such v-·ages as is 
a11ow d for that service, and you vrlll take oath to obey the 
orders of your superiors a you shall from time to ti 
receive." Pension Claim of John Odell in national Archives; 
Colonel Hughes, deputy Qµ:a termaster, to ;.,.a.tor Ga.. bell at 
r'ishkill, January 27, 1782, "There are eight guide.a on 
the payroll,. >Je •id.11 have t;o keep some over the winter. • • • 
keep three and let five go until s ring. . • • I think it 
best to keep Post and Isac Cdell ..•• "; Colonel Hughes 
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the hilipse house in Tarrytown Nas led by Colonel Scammael 
and guided by Abraham Dyckman and Samuel Youngs. 1 Similar 
trips were sent out by the French Army toward New Rochelle 
and Mamaroneck, guided by Cornelius Oakley, John ine~ and 
Michael Dyckma.n .• 2 
The combined armies camped in Westchester for almost 
three months in 1781, lacing a large demand on Continental 
supplies of food. In ordefi to replenish the supplies, it 
was decided to undertake another large expedition in November, 
1781. On November 6, Governor Clinton wrote to General 
Heath, " •.. Legislature directs an immediate impress of 
all the fatt swine &c below the American lines in West-
chester over and above what may be barely sufficient to 
subsist the inhabitants .•• ordering such regular force 
as you shall need for a covering party .. • .n3 This force 
was supposed to go out on November 7,. but the proj.ect was 
postponed due to Loyalist activity in tower Westchester. 
The project was renewed on November 12, and led by 
General Glover. The First Massachusetts Brigade, along 
with volunteer units and guided by the three Dyckmans and 
to Colonel Pickering, Dec-ember 28, 1781, "There are eight 
guides employed by the quartermaster based at the Con--
tinental Village ..• Martin Post, John Odell, Isaac 
Odell, John Pine, Abra.ham. Dyckman, Phil Honneywell, John 
Mc Chain, and -ornelius Oakley. . . • u in uartermaster 
Records, Record ~ile 93, National Archives, Washi~gton 1 
D .• C. 
1Tha.cher Journal, p. ?.bO. 
2oakley, Pine, et Dyckman Certificate in possession 
of Romer, Ossining, N. Y. 
3clinton Papers, VII, 485. 
John Odell, moved south assing through North Castle, White 
Plains, Eastehester, Mamaroneck, and then returned to their 
base in B dford. The expedition took three d ys and col• 
lected over forty s~ine and one hundred wagons of corn and 
hay,1 
This was the last large foraging expedition during 
the war in Westchester. For the remainder of the war, small 
parties foraged someti! es as far south as West Farms, 
protected. by single companies, an.d led by single guides. 
In most cases they were not molested, although there were 
instances where they were chased by the Loyalist Refugees. 
As the war neared its finish, people began to move back to 
their farms in Westchester and food became more plentiful. 
lo1over Orderly Book, Detacbl ent Orders, November 12, 
13, 14, and 15, 1781., in Essex Institute, .alem; Mass. 
VII 
PRIVATE WAR IN WESTCHESTER 
Of all the troops fighting on the side of the British, 
the ones most detested :'Y the Americans were the green clad 
Loyalists, for they were dee ed traitors to their co ntry. 
Over one•third of the inhabitants of the colonies were loyal 
to England during the war, and many of them fought actively 
on the side of the British. The Vestchester Refugees or~ 
Re.fugee Battalion was one of the many Loyalist units. They 
ere different from other uni ts ince they ~v-ere irregulars. 
They iere e.11 former residents of ~estchester County who 
had organi~ed themselves into bodies of horse and foot, 
and with the exception of fifty-one days in 1777, they were 
never pa.rt of the British Arm.y. 
After the British had taken New York City, Loyalist 
families driven :from Westchester began to gather in the 
Jti.a.nor of Morriss.nia at fue extreme southern tip of West ... 
chester . .A settlement of log huts grew in the Morris Woods 
as more and m-ore Loyal is ts fled the county. Having no way 
to support themselves, they soon forme.d into military units 
and raided into V\eztchester. Their purpose v;as to gather 
cattle and food. 'l'he food was consumed by their families, 
but the cattle were sold to James Delancy, the former holder 
of a great Manor near if/est Farms. Delaney paid the Refugees 
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a nominal: sum for. the ca.-t.tle, and in tu:r•ll sold them. for. 
tr...ree shillings a pound to the Bri-t;i sh .uartermaster 
i'n New York. The prefi ts made by Dela:ney in thi's trade ~n ... ,
a.bled h.i.m · to retire, a rich :man, to Nova 'Scotia after the 
war. • 
Delancy ob'tained a. captaincy in one of /the troops of 
cavalry based at Mdrri•sani.a, but because o-£ hi~ activities 
in buying and selling the stolen cattle, the entire·· ' 
I l I 
' . ' 
follo: ing the death of Colonel - ansfield Bearmore,; l)elancy s • . 
=S.SUlned the rank'. of Colonel and took command of the entire 
battal!.on whioh· had now grown to four hundred ninety men. 
\ I• ' 
The aetiviti'es of his ·force were not always carri.ed out 
' ' 
aecording to the proper rules of 1-var. The, Refugees had 
been. driven t~om their- homes am were bitter and vengeful 
towards the Ameriea-ns. In the course of their raids into 
the county they oo--mmitted many atrocious acts and beoause 
of this were despised and hate_d more than any othe-r t,oyalist 
v..ni t. • 
Delancy became the $y:tnbol of the p-eople' s nate be--
cause he v,as the eoffimander of the efugee s and thus respon-
sible for their a.c tions. .roner:teans ·eould respeet a man .foa:-
fighting for what he beli.eved 1 b t Delancy believed only, 
' '' 
\ 
in ·gaining a profit . .from the war. The honors given him be-
, . "" . 
fo:rie the war,· his tv'iiee broken parole,. his conduct during 
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the raid on ine 's Bridge when he carried off the badly 
~unded Colonel Green and left him b-y the side of the road 
to die, and.his refusal to exercise more control over his 
men, all contributed to the growing hatred that the people 
of Westchester felt for him. 
James Delancy had been born in 1750. At the age of 
twenty he had been eleet.ed sheriff of Westchester. He had 
served in this position from 1770 to 1776 and at the same 
time had been a representative to the .state legislature 
from his native West Farms. t the beginning of the war 
he freely gave his parole that he would not take arms or 
any part in the hostilities against his country.men, but 
soon he accepted a commission in the Loyalist fo-t>ees from 
former Governor Tryon. In November, 1777, soon after he 
received his commission, he was captured by an American 
raiding pa,rty under Lt. Frederick Stevenson. He was found 
hiding under a bed in his headquarters by Michael I)yckman. 
He was carried off to Connecticut where he again gave his 
arole that he w:>uld not fight against his eountrymen. He 
soon broke his word a.nd returned to tiorrisania to direct 
the activities of the Refugees.l :Many attempts were made 
,. 
to capture hitn, but he was a. cautiou$ man and after 1777 . 
rarely spent a night at his headquarters. After the year 
1781 the attempts to captt.1re Delancy were inte.nsified by 
lGe.neral ~utnar.~ to General Washington, November 27, 
1777, in Fit·zpatrick, Washi1;%ton's Wr;lti.ngs, XIV, 68; 
Clinton _ gp ers, II, 564-. 
t .1.e Gui es and vol· nteer units. eace ne gotiat ons were 
t.-nder vrn' and after the peace treaty w s s. ,, ied, all 
Loyali3t would leave the country. Citizens of tJestchester 
w· she'd to capt re Delano • and make him st nd trial for his 
critn(fa. This would be possible because of the irregular 
status of the Refugees, for under the rules of war i regular 
forces ~ere not protected. Delancy, if captured, would be 
subject to the jurisdiction of a civil court, and :)00 le 
felt that he should be hung ~or his rimes and the money 
he hnd acounm~a ted during tb.e \llfa di stri bi-it d among the 
people that he ho.d made .. a pers. 
1.rhe .AmeI·ican r, • ds deep into ri. ti sh terri to"."y oecA.me 
much easier after 1779 as the British dismantled all of 
thei forts on the Westchester shore except ~umber Eight. 
h s was necessitated by the n.eed to send troo s to the 
south, so the British defen e was concentrated on anhattan 
Island itself. With these forts out of the v1ay, pursuit 
of raiding parties took longer to form and the danger of 
a force from K.ingsbridge cutting off the retreat as less• 
ened.l In October, 1782,. the British razed Fort Number 
Eight, leaving no protection for the Refugees except their 
own vigilanee. 
till in service as uides at this time were Cornelius 
Oakley, John Odell, Abraham, Michael, and Willlam Dyckma.nj 
lste hen Jenkins~ The Story of the Bronx (New York: 
G. p.. ut:nrun, 1912), p. 167. 
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Samuel Youngs, John McGhain, Uk Odell, Isaac Lent, artin 
Post, John Pine, Phil Honneywell, Isaac Webbers, and Isaac 
Odell.l on January 15, 1782, Captain Honneywell and his 
volunteer company undertook an expedition to Morrisania, 
led by John Odell. Delancy was not at home so they had to 
satisfy themselves with four prisoners, a captain and three 
privates. It was a case of attacking swiftly, grabbing 
what they could and pulling out. The pursuit quickly formed, 
but it was only halfhearted and easily turned ba.ck by Major 
Trescott•s Continental Infantry which waited to support the 
cavalry at Eastchester.2 
Expeditions by small groups of guides proved as un-
successful as those of larger units. On January 28, 
Cornelius Oakley and five other guides succeeded in slipping 
past the guards and gaining Delancy• s house in the middle 
of the Morrisania settlement. They had left their horses 
back out of sight and had gone the last mile on foot. They 
succeeded in capturing only Delancy•s orderly. Gagging the 
lpension Claims of' Samuel Youngs, John Odell, William 
M. Dyckman in National Archives; Interviews with Jackson 
Odell, December 12., 184.5, and Samuel Oakley, October 10, 
1844, in McDonald Interviews. As stated previously some of 
the Guides served only for short periods. Andrew Corsa 
and Dennis Garrison served only in 1781, James Oakley served 
until the end of 1781 and then joined Co1. Thomas Thomas• 
Militia Regiment, John Dean served brief periods in 1779 
and 1780, and David Hunt was severely wounded returning 
.from a raid in March, 1781. He received a saber cut through 
the shoulder and lungs, eventually recovering, but wss 
recuperating at this time. 
2New York )?acket and General dvertiser, January 17, 
1782; Pension Claim of John Odell in National Archives; 
Heath, Memoirs, p. 326. 
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man and tying his hands behind him, they moved away from 
the settlement the same way that ~~ey had come. They 
gained' their horses without raising an alarm and moved back 
to their base with their prisoner. They hoped to learn 
from this prisoner what ni hts Delancy would be likely to 
be at his headquarters, but found through questioning that 
the Colonel rarely stayed at Morrisania overnight, and 
never made his plans known to any of' his subordinates.I 
A second e.x:pedi tion was undertaken by all fourteen 
of the Guides on February 26, 1782. The attack was planned 
by Brom Dyckman and the rest of the Guides acted.under his 
leadet>ship. They moved by night to the edge of the Refugee 
settlement and hid themselves till dawn. When the first 
men started to come out of the huts, the Guides attacked 
the camp. Vhile twelve Guides under Brom Dyckman kept the 
camp in an uproar, Cornelius Oakl~y and John Odell quickly 
searched Delaney• s house, but again the Colonel was absent. 
The Guides secured five prisoners and rode toward home. The 
whole a tack could not have lasted more than ten minutes 
from the time they rode into camp until they rode out again. 
en the stunned Refugees recovered from their surprise 
they im..~ediately pursued. They crone uu with the Guides 
lrrleath, Memoirs, p. 326; General Heath to General 
Washington, January 30, 1782, in Heath Papers. 
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near Munday Lane in Eastchester. The Guides were ready. 
Leaving three men with the prisoners, the remaining eleven 
turned and charged tre ir pursuers, routing them and taking 
another prisoner. They then completed their journey to 
ine•s Bridge unmolested.l 
Not all of the excursions ended so happily for the 
raiders. Not only did they niss capturing Delancy, but 
they lost men of their own force in tb.e process of' the 
raids. Because of t~h.e success of the raid in February, 
Ca.pt.ain Honneywell of the Volunteers decided to carry· out 
another using the sBme plan of action. On ,arch fourth, 
the attacking foree of Guides and volunteer cavalry left 
pine•s Bridge at dusk and traveled through the night until 
they arrived at the out skirts of the Refugee -carnp. They 
waited until dawn, then attacked the camp. Because the· 
force attacking the camp was much larger, the surprise was 
much greater • .Some slight resistance was encountered, but 
the hundred man force quickly overcame this. The main pur-
pose of the raid could not be accomplished because Delancy 
had spent the night in New York City. Honneywell and the 
Guides secured twenty prisoners and a like number of horses 
and started back to rendezvous with their covering force 
at Eastchester. Pursuing forces were sent from Fort Number 
Eight and these forces crune up with the Americans as they 
lMajor oodridge to General Heath, February 26, 
1782, in Heath Papers. 
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joined their supporting force under Major Woodridge. After 
one or two .volleys from the Continental inf a.ntry, the 
Loyalists broke off to regroup and give their infantry time 
to rest. This was tne occasion of I)yckman's death as he 
rode out -to challenge someone· to single combat. After this 
oceur.rence, the Americans moved out quickly and returned the 
rest of the way to Pine's Bridge unmolestea.1 
Other raids were carried out throughout 1782, all 
11th the same purpose in mind. Most of' these raids con-
sisted of snall grou.l)s of horse .en who \VOUld attack quickly, 
secure a few prisoners and retreat just as q iekly. Michael 
Dyckman attempted to avenge his brother's death by killing 
Delancy, but again the quarry was gone, and Dyc~an and his 
six co panions had to be satisfied with two risoners. 
Washington was pleased with the efforts of these 
partisan raiders and encouraged continuance of the raids 
in a letter to General Heath. 2 So raiding parties con• 
tinued to go out through the ummer and into the fall of 
1782. This policy changed in the winter of 1782. In 
September the American and French forces had returned to 
Westchester and were again camped at Dobbs Ferry. ir 
lLoyal New York Gazette, , arch 6, 1782; N:ew York 
• acKet and General Advertiser, !arch 14, 1782; Pension 
Application of Samuel Youngs in National Archives. 
2General Washington to General Heath, March 12, 
1782, in Fitzpatrick, Washington's Writings, XXIV, 60. 
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Guy Carlton took over as commander of the British forces 
in the colonies, and he notified washington that he and 
Admiral Digby had been authorized to a ct as a commission 
to arrange pence.. Washington issued orders recognizing that 
a truce existed between the British forces and American Con-
tinental forces. Continental units would no longer partici-
pate in missions to raid the British lines. Washington let 
it be known that he did not approve of any further raiding 
of the British and Loyalist camps. 1any of the Guides were 
now rehired by the ontinental _uartermaster and served the 
Continental Army from September to November, 1782. Wasl;ling-
ton, although hopeful for . ea.ee, did not relax his pre-
paredness. It was during this sojourn in Westchester that 
Martin ost guided the Commander-in-Chief on his two day 
scout of the lower part of the county. 
With American commissioners in France negotiating 
for a cessation of hostilities, the inhabitants of West• 
chester k:new they didn't have much time left to secure 
Delancy and make him stand trial for his crimes. A final 
effort was made in a raid aga.ins t the Loyalists organized 
by John Odell and Oaptain Williams in January, 1783. The 
expedition was made up completely of volunteers from militia 
units and the Guides. John Odell's two brothers, Abraham 
and Isaac, artin ost,, . John McChain, and William Dyckman 
were the other Guides on the mission. The force left 
Peekskill on January 24, moving down the Albany Post Road 
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to obbs Ferry, where they turned east to Tue ahoe. From 
Tucka.hoe they f ollmved the Bronx .south to West Farms where 
Delancy was sup osed to be staying. They attacked Delaney's 
house at midnig..~t, but were seen and the alarm iven before 
they could silence the sentries. Beeause of the alarm they 
v1ere forced to make a ra_ id search of the house and leave 
quickly. Two prisoners, fifteen horses, and a variety of 
plunder was take, but Delancy escaped again. It was said 
later that he bad jumped from a w-indow at the alarm and 
hidden in the pig pen. The attacking .force was pursued and 
forced to make a stand at Dobbs Ferry, where they dispersed 
their pursuers and hurried on. They sa:w no sign of pu.r.sui t 
after t ey had passed through Tarrytown and thought that 
the Loyalists had given u. They moved rapidly along the 
Albany Post Road until they came to the Oser farm above 
~ing Sing where the road branched off to Somers and Salem. 
Those who came from these two towns wished to stop and 
divide the plunder before going home, so the raiding party, 
feeling safe from pu~suit, went to the Oser house to 
accomplish the division of the plunder. While this divi-
sion was going on, the Loyalist force which had been fol-
lowing them caught up and attacked. It was a case of every 
man for himself, so the Americans scattered. Fifteen 
Americans including Isaac Odell were taken prisoners. 
John McChain was brutally slain by the Loyalists, after 
being cornered on foot near the river. He asked for 
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quarter, but it was refused when someone recognized him as 
one who had ta.ken pa.rt in the burning cf the Refuge-e huts in 
January, 1781. Odell ts escape on the ice has already been 
told. •rhe other guides---·Iartin Post, Abra.ham Odell, and 
William Dyckman--all escaped in the confusion.l 
Washington from this time on enforced the truce very 
strictly, allowing no raiding parties from either Continental, 
militia,. or volunteer uni ts to go out. He was unable to re-
strain the Refugees however, and the ·inhabitants of the 
lower sections of the county complained at their activities. 
In Ma.y,. the last British troops were withdrawn to Manhattan, 
and in July, eight companies of Continental infantry under 
Colonel William Hull were sent to the village of Westchester 
o check the a.cti vi ties of the Refuge_es. Guides were 
a~signed to help scout foz• the ontinentals and insure 
against sneak attacks by the Refugees. The last duties 
of the Guides were performed in November, 1783, when 
1Raymond, Tarrytow-n Souvenir, p. 192; Pension Claims 
of•William N. Dyckman and Samuel Youngs in National 
Archives; Interviews with James Manderville, September 
23, 1845, and October 20, 1811-7, and David .t.erri tt, October 
12, 1856, in McDonald Interviews; General Washington to 
Lt. Col. William tevens 'ith, February 6, 1783 in 
Fitzpatrick, Washington's Writings, XX.VI, 10,5. Washington 
states that he does not approve or these raids while the 
truce lasts, but he will agree to· an exchange of prisoners, 
because one of those taken on the 1:tlliam' s raid was 
John Paulding, who captured Annre. An exchange was ar-
ranged by A ril, 1783, in which Paulding ai."'.ld Isaac Odell 
were two of the .Americans exchanged. 
I 
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• ashington entered New York City. Guides helped form the 
escort for Governor Clinton who entered the city with 
'ashington. 
POSTSCRIPT 
A~ the ~'far drew to a close the Mounted Guides 
gradually returned to peaceful occupations. By November, 
1783, therq were only four Guides left in service: John 
Odell, Martin Post, Isaac 0 Uk11' Odell, and Mic~ ael Dyckman. 
Soon after Washington ts en trance into New York City these 
,en w·ent back to their civilian occupations. he majority 
of these men had been tenant far~ ers before t e war, but 
with the sale of the former great manors of hilipse and 
Delancy, men like the Odells, Dyckmans, and the Oakleys 
beeame independent farmers. Former tenants were given 
first choice when the land was sold* after vihich the re--
nmining land was auctioned off to the highest bidder. 
At least two Guides turned to different occupations 
after the war. sa.-rauel Youngs became a school teacher and 
studied law in the evenings. Re opened a law nractice in 
1788 and later served two terms as a State Assembly1 an 
from 1790 to 1794. In 1800 he was elected Surrogate of 
'v' estche ster and served at that post until 1819. 1 Immediately 
after the war Abrahrun Odell became adjutant and Sec~etary 
to Governor George Clinton. He later served seven terms in 
t e State Assembly and was upervisor for the Town of 




Greenborough for twenty years.I 
M.uah of the information that exists on the Guides is 
due to the efforts of some of the Guides themselves. In 
1818, tbe Congress of the United tat es passed a law granting 
pensions to all those who had served nine months or more 
in the Revolutionary Army and were in no condition to sup• 
port. theroaelves. More clai11iants applied than could have 
possibly survived frolli \ashington 1 s army. Documented roof 
and depositions of witnesses were required on all applications 
that were sent to the Ca:niti:µ. Sar1u1el Youngs became one of 
the_ moat active lawye.rs in Westchester in securing pensions 
for former soldiers. In a.dditi on to this, Youngs himself 
served as a witness for John Odell, John Dean, William 
Dyckman, Dennis Ga.rrison, .Tames Oakley, and Abraham Boyce. 
In telling the story of the applicant's service during the 
war, Youngs left historians with much val,uable information 
as to the acti vi ties of the Guides. 
Information is also available :from otr..er sources. In 
1848 the Reverend Robert Bolton published a History of 
~estchester County. t this time there were still some 
people alive who had participated in ~ome way in the 
Revolution. Bolton interviewed some of these people and 
published in his history thei.r accounts of incidents that 
happ(;3ned during the war in his history. 
luaa.cker, Odell Bulletin, p. 136. 
- In 1844 John MeDonald hs.d al so started collecting in-
t-er views from all who had partici:p.ated in the Revolut:t.on 
with the purpose of publishing a book about the Revolution 
in estoheste-r. His fsmily had originally eome .from West~ 
chester, but John had·moved to Flushing; Long Island, and 
established a highly s\lccess!'ul legal praotiae~ He sut'f'ered 
a stroke of paralysis whieh left him a phyaica.1 wreck but 
did not affect his mind. Unable to continue his practice of 
law, he turned to his secondary inte.Pest; the study- of 
history. Between 1844 and 18.50, he collected four hundred 
and seven inter-'views,. not only from participants, but from 
others who had li~ed in Westchester during the conflict. 
Bec~use of' his physic-al condition and his lack of know1e-dge 
of the roads of the county, he needed someone to Qrive him 
throug..1- the county and le ad him to people Who could relate 
the ex.pe:r1enees and tales of' the Neutral Ground. McDonald's 
companion became. Andrew Oor sa, the last of the Mounted 
Guides,,. Corsa,. one 0£ the la st survivors of the Revolution, 
died in 18.52, but the last years of his life had b.een 
spent in .the same fashi-on as sane of the ye are of hi.s 
youth, as a guide. 
CHRONOLOGICAL ORDF.,R oF· EVENTS 
' '1 • 
January 17 ,. 1777 




March 10, 1778 
July,. 1778 
August., 1778 
Septembe:r 17, ll 778 
September 21, 1778 
October 12 1 1778 
December _24-, 1778, 
December 25, 1778 
December 26, 1778 
Januar11, 1779 
Organtza,tion, o:f the Guides and raid 
on Fo:rt Independenee 
, Ward• s hov-s e r or age 
Raid on the British ho.•spi ta.l at; 
.Eastchester ' 
S'tevenson raid on D~lancy•s Mills 
and' capture or James Delaney 
British Landing on Verplanks Point 
British unde·r Alhouse· raid Youngs' 
Cor-ners 
American outpost under Colonel Gist 
established·i~ Mt. Vernon 
.Massacre of Stockbridge Indians by 
Tarleton alid, Simcoe • 
Simcoe and Tarleton attempt to 
cap.ture Colonel Gist 
Ambush of the Hessians at dger's 
tane, in Ards;ey 
Armamd's raid on the Hadley house 
William•· s volunteer cavalry raid 
the Valentine and Hunt hou es in 
Fordham 
Refugees under Bearmore raid 
Youngs t O.orners 
Continental troops raid the Rieh 
ho e in .iile Squa.r~ 
'.Reorganization o:f the Gu.ides under 
Colonel Aaron Burr 
January 1, 1779 
January 12, 1779 
January 16,: 1719 
Mareh, 1779 
June 12, 1779 
June 15,. 1779 
July,6, 1779 
l 
Augus;t 5, ·1779 
August 14,., 1779 
August 30, 1779 
October 7, 1779 
November 8, 1779 
' December 2 1 1779. 
January 18, 1780 
February 2, 1780 
March 9, 1780 
arch 12, 1780 
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Eetablishiuent of a listening post 
in Irvington, operated by Abraham 
Odell 
Burr I1aid of Refugee blockhouse at 
Delancy• s· Mill's 
Capture of Br'itish Captain r: aecaboy 
by the Guides 
Establishment of the Hull warning 
system 
Tarleton•a Legion raids Pine•s 
Bridge 
Armand captured Colonel Bearmora of 
the Refugee Battalion 
Tarleton•s Legion raideri through 
.Bed£ord and Poundridge 
Colonel White rl'th Connecticut 
Militia raided Del~ncy•s Mills 
Sheldon's Legion raid Delaney's ills 
Ambush of Emericka' Corps a:t storm• s 
Wood on the upper.road to White Plains 
patrol led by Lieutenant Gill of 
Sheldon's attacked in Eastchester 
Oakley raid on the Archer house in 
Fordham• 
Armand raid on the Corsa house 
in Fordham 
Colonel Lockwood a_nd New York tate 
Militia raid the Hi.chard Morris House 
British troops raid and burn Youngs• 
Corners 
Guides capture Captain Ogden of 
Emericks' ~orps 
Oontinental troops from New Hampshire 
under Colonel scamaell raid Morrisania 
April 26, 1780 
July 12, 1780 
November 23, 1780 
November 23, 1780 
iovember 26, 1780 
January 21, 1781 
February 19, 1781 
March 12, 1781 
May 12, 1781. 
May 13, 1781 
June 4, 1781 
June 4., 1781 
July --21, 17 81 
July 30, 1781 
November 21, 1781 
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Continental troops under Captain 
Cushin 0 of assachusetta raid 
~orrisania 
Sheldon's Legion raids ~orrisania 
,. Attempted ambush of ericlts. 1 Corps 
by the uarquis de Lafayette 
-Foraging expedition to West Farms 
led b General Stark-
mbush b Amer iean miili tia of Bear-
more • s Re.fugees at Twitching' s 
Corners 
Colonel Hull with Continental troops 
raids Morrisania 
Guide scout to Ki~gsbridge 
Colonel Trescott with Continental 
troops raids Morrisa.nia 
Captain Fogg and New Hampshire 
troops scout into the Neutral 
Ground 
Dalancy 1 s Refugee Battalion raids 
Pine's Bridge, killing Colonel 
Christo her Green 
Duke de Lazu.n and the French Legion 
raid orriaania 
Attempted attack on Fort George by 
General Lincoln and Continental 
troops 
and Reconnaissance by French 
and Americaa forces 
Foraging expedition led by 
Colonel camaell 
Foraging expedition· to lower 
Westchester led by Colonel 
Glover 
December 16, -1781 
January 15,., 1782 
Januapy 20,, 1782 · 
February 26, 1782 
rta.reh 4, 1782 
April 1,. 1782 
September • 22 ,, 17 82 
January 23, 1783 
July 6_, 1783 
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Mosier's defense against .Refugee 
ea.Valry at Rye 
Captain Williams and volunte,er unit 
r-aid Mor-r•isania 
110nneywell raid on 'M0rris.ania 
Oakl·e--y raid on Morrisal:ia 
Brom Dyckman raid on Morrisania 
Ho:nneywell r·aid on Morr is,ania 
Mike Dyckman !''aid on Morrisan1a 
Waahi.ttgton seou ts Wes-tcliester a.gai:a 
Williams raid on Morrisa.nia 
' ' 
CQlenel Hull establishes aa out-
post at Westchester Village 
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